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SUMMARY 

A study on the thermo-mechanical behaviour of a CMM is presented in this report. 

Large source of measurement errors with CMMs is due to the non-controlled temperature 

conditions. Software correction which is the aim of the described research seems to be an 

economical solution to this problem. 

The temperature profile of the CMM is assumed to have a linear temperature distribution 

field and is taken as a basic assumption for the development of a model by which the 

angular mechanical deformations (bending) of the CMM can be described. 

The model is derived on the base of thermal-stress analyses. The X-beam behaviour is 

described by the deformation field for beams, Y -beam structure is treated by the 

deformation field for a three dimensional structure. 

The presented model is divided into three parts. In the first part, the thermal gradients are 

calculated from the temperature measurements at certain points of the CMM structure. In 

the second part of the model the angular deformations of the X-beam are calculated by the 

method of "separate elements" and converted into output comparable with the measurable 

rotational deviation values. The third part express the calculation of the angular 

deformations of the Y -beams. 

The model is verified by measurements performed on the X-beam and Y-beams 

separately. An experimental temperature field was created with heating panels radiating 

onto the structure of the X-beam and the Y-beams. The developed measurement set-up 

allowed to measure the thermal deformations and their cause, the temperature field at the 

same time. Laserinterferometry was used to measure the rotational deviations (bending). 

The different placement configuration of Pt-100 sensors were used to detect the 

temperature of the observed structure. 

Comparison of the measured and calculated results for the X-beam show that the 

presented model is able to give a close prediction of the deformations. In the range of the 

verified thermal gradients, 3-1SoC/m. the model predicts the measured results by 

80-100%. From the statistical determination of the confidence intervals for the 

calculations and the measurements is shown that the remaining differences between them 

can be explained by the inaccuracies of the measurements. 



For the Y -beams. however, rather big relative differences between the measured and 

calculated results are found. These differences are due to incorrect thermal gradient input 

data into the model, caused by acquiring corrupted temperatures. Due to the construction 

of the V-beams of the CMM, the temperatures could not be measured at most suitable 

positions. Direct radiation onto the sensors and lor local heat accumulation due to bad 

ventilation has lead to erroneous temperature measurements. 

The recommendations and the discussion about sensor reduction for further research is 

presented. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Coordinate Measuring Machines (CMMs) have replaced many conventional measurement 

methods in production processes in recent years because of their versatility and capability 

to measure accurately and efficiently. At present time, because of an increasing demand 

for quality control a large number of CMMs are being placed into an industrial 

environment, like open production halls. CMMs operating in a manufacturing area are 

frequently integrated into material flow systems and are thus exposed to varying 

temperature conditions. Hence, the requirement of high precision measurements with 

CMMs in production halls, while maintaining or even improving its accuracy, requires the 

reduction of their thennal sensitivity. It has been found that thermal effects are a large 

source of geometrical deviations. Geometrical deviations as a result from thennal 

defonnations of the structure may be of the same order or an even higher order of 

magnitude as errors due to the manufacturing process and the dynamic behaviour. These 

experiences and the demand for high precision measurements have led to research of the 

thermal behaviour of CMMs. 

The main goal of the investigation published in this report was to find a description of the 

influence of the linear temperature distribution field on the structure of a CMM. This 

research is part of the Thermal Research Project of two partners: 

- Precision Engineering Laboratory of Eindhoven University of Technology (TUE) 

- Mitutoyo Nederland B.V. (MLE). 

The work was performed at the Technical University on a Mitutoyo FN905 CMM. 

I ~her.mal Behaviour I 
~ ~ 

I Mathematical Model I Measurements 

~ ~ 
I Comparision I 

Figure 1.1 Report concept. 
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The basic structure of this report is depicted in figure 1.1. It illustrates the two different 

paths leading to a model for the thennal behaviour of the CMM. One path is based purely 

on theory to derive a descriptive model. The second path expresses the experimental 

evaluation of the model. 

In chapter 2 a qualitative analysis of the deviations affecting the CMM accuracy is 

presented. The established nomenclature of the geometrical deviations is quoted. Some 

methods for thennal sensitivity reduction are mentioned and the assumptions for the 
mathematical model are given. 

A summary of the thermal-stress analysis and the derivation of the mathematical model 
for the thermo-mechanical behaviour of the CMM are presented in chapter 3. 

The experiments for measuring the thermo-mechanical behaviour on the CMM are 
described in chapter 4. In this chapter all preparatory experiments. developed 

measurement set-ups and the results of the measurements are presented. 

An evaluation of the mathematical model and the experiments is given in chapter 5. A 

comparison between the measurements and the calculated results from the model is given. 
The results for the X-beam and V-beam are analysed Separately. For the X-beam the 
possible sensor reduction is discussed. 

Conclusions and recommendations for further research are presented in chapter 6. 
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2 DEVIATIONS AFFECTING TIIE CMM ACCURACY 

2.1 Geometrical deviations 

A CMM is a multi axis machine used for the verification of the dimensions of products. 

The measurement results can be used for the correction of systematic deviations in the 

production process. In principle the demand on the CMM's accuracy should therefore be 

one order of magnitude more accurate than a machine tool. The basic structure of the 

Mitutoyo FN90S consists of three perpendicular guides; the X-beam, the left- and 

right-hand V-beams and the Z-beam, as depicted in figure 2.1. On each of these guides 

carriages provide the translation movements. In the ideal situation an error free movement 

of the carriages and an exact squareness between the guides is expected. This is not the 

case in reality. The imperfect geometrical shape of the guides and carriages and their 

imperfect movement are caused by the non-ideal manufacturing process or by external 

and internal influences on the structure of the CMM. These influences result in a 

deviation of the probe position and thus in an erroneous detection of the dimensions of the 

product under measurement. These accuracy deviations of the CMM are called 

geometrical deviations, besides them various other deviation sources affect the accuracy 

of the CMM in addition. 

Figure 2.1 

Z-beam 

. Basic structure of the Mitutoyo FN90S. 
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In general, the deviations can be divided into two main groups: machine related and 

external deviations, which are caused by the following sources (Teeuwsen.89): 

- machine related: 

- external: 

measuring system 

probing system 

machine coordinate system 

environment 

software 

measuring object 

-imperfect behaviour 

-imperfect behaviour 

-imperfect geometry 

-thennal variations 

-foundation vibrations 

-numerical stability 

-aborting criteria 

-weight and position 

-finite stiffness 

In this publication the attention is directed to geometrical deviations. The various 

geometrical deviations for x-guide and their notations are presented in figure 2.2. 

X-guide guide with carriage provides six degrees of freedom. These degrees of freedom 

are represented in the principle definition by six geometrical deviation parameters: 

- three translation deviations: Xix. xty and :xtz (linearity. straightness in two directions) 

- three rotational deviations: xrx, Xl)' and xrz (roll, pitch. yaw). 

Figure 2.2 

xtz 

xtx 

y 

The geometrical deviations of the x-guide with carriage and their 

notation. 
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The notation and definition of these parameters is according to the Gennan VDI2617 

Blatt 3. standard. Geometrical deviations are generally denoted by lower case characters. 

for translation and rotation by itj resp. irj. The first character i represents the axis of 

movement. The second character refers to the type of geometric deviation, in this case 

translation resp. rotation. The last character j represents the axis along or about which the 

geometrical deviation is acting. 
A number of twenty one sources of geometrical deviations may occur on the structure of a 

CMM with three guides and three carriages. These deviations are nine translations. nine 

rotations and three squareness deviations. The latter ones result from an imperfect 

perpendicular link between the guides. 

2.2 Thermally induced deformations of the CMM 

A different surrounding temperature than the reference temperature of 20°C. as defined in 

DIN 102, causes changes in the CMM's geometry. Geometrical deviations of the CMM 

may be caused by manufacturing errors, adjustment errors. and by thennal effects. The 

latter are discussed in this report. Basically. the magnitude and the type of geometrical 

deviation depend on the temperature field in the structure of the CMM. The temperature 

field depends on two variables: 

- time: When the temperature field varies with time, the geometrical deviations do 

not only depend on the temperatures in the structure at a certain moment, 

but also on the temperature history. This makes the thermal deviation model 

very complex. However. when the temperature is only changing slowly in 

time, the temperature field can be considered stable (quasi-static). This case 

is assumed in this report. 

-position: The type of deformation is depending upon whether or not the temperature is 

changing with position. 

* H the temperature is not changing with the position it is called uniform. 
When the uniform temperature differs from the reference temperature of 20 

°C it results in a three dimensional uniform expansion of the constructional 

parts and the measuring scales of the CMM. During this thenno-mechanical 

effect no stresses arise in the structure. The expansion along the three axis 
can be described by iti. 
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• If the temperature is changing with the position it is non-uniform and 

thennal gradients exist. The effect of this temperature on a simple beam can 

be splitted into two parts: 

- expansion along the longitudinal axis denoted generally by iti 

• bending around both lateral axes, denoted generally by itj and irj. 

The expansion of the beam results in the linearity deviation and both 

bending effects cause the rotational and also straightness deviations 

described in paragraph 2.1 and figure 2.2. 

In the case of CMMs, the measuring accuracy is generally limited by five main thennal 

sources. In figure 2.3 a diagram of these sources and their influence is depicted: 

(1) temperature changes provided by the room environment 

(2) the heat generated by external sources 

(3) the effect of the people 

(4) heat generated by internal sources of the machine 

(5) the initial thennal situation of the machine 

(1) The room environment without any special local external heat sources usually creates 

a linear temperature distribution field with constant thennal gradients, affecting the 

structure of the CMM with expansion and bending effects. During this quasi-static 

temperature field no stresses occur in the mechanically free structure. 

(2) The situation changes to a non-unifonn temperature distribution field when the CMM 

is subjected to local external heat sources. These are for example: radiation from sunshine, 

radiation from a neighbouring welding machine, sources of illumination like lamps when 

switched on or off, radiation from walls and ceilings, inappropriately placed 

air-conditioning ventilators. External heat sources may included also system controller 

electronics usually placed close to the machine. 

(3) Another minor influence has the presence of people and operators touching the 

machine. 

(4) Typical internal heat sources of the machine include motor drives, internal electronic 

systems, friction in the slideways and bearings. In the case of the Mitutoyo FN90S. the air 

bearings contribute to cooling down or heating up of the place of their momentary 

location. The magnitude of this effect depends on the conditions of the supplied air. Also 

the scale readers may upset local thermal equilibrium due to their inappropriately 

placement. Included in this group of sources also design factors are counted, such as 

different materials for the constructional parts of the CMM causing different rates of the 

heat transfer and different expansion rates. 
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(5) The initial thennal situation reflects the thennal history of the machine structure. 

Included are memory effects caused from a previous environment, such as moving large 

measurement objects to or from the CMM. 

In particular situations the different corresponding thennal effects together fonn the 

temperature distribution field of the machine structure. the workpiece. and of the 

measuring system of the machine. Those together fonn the total thermal defonnation. 

I I 
CONDUCTION RADIATION 

WORKPIECE 

TOTAL THERMAL ERROR .... __ ...J 

Figure 2.3 Diagram of possible thennal sources and their effects. 
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2.3 Thermal sensitivity reduction of CMMs 

In order to reduce the thennal sensitivity of the CMM different methods can be applied: 

- improvement 0/ the structural design 0/ the CMM such as: 
* The selection of materials with respect to the demands of good heat 

conduction and equal expansion coefficients with low uncertainties. 

* The development of principles for the fixation of the scales. the linkage of 

all structural parts and their shape in consideration with a minimal reaction 

to thennal effects. 

- insulation o/the CMMfrom external heat sources: 
* by means of a temperature-controlled protective cabin build around the 

CMM 

- software correction: 

* based on theoretically modeled thermal effects 

* based on the "black-box" methodology. combining the use of experimentally 

founded effects to develop a theoretical model 

The application of a protective cabin solves a great deal of the problem, but it is not 

always accepted due to the costs involved and the complications in loading the CMM. 

The software correction solution is becoming of more importance for industrial use. 

The purely theoretical model for the thermal effects can be divided into two parts: the 

derivation of a model for the temperature distribution field and the derivation of a model 

for thennally caused deformations of the CMM's structure. These two parts are 

independent of each other, except that the temperature calculation must precede the 

deformation calculation. In order to solve these two tasks a Finite Element Method (FEA) 

may be used. This method enables to analyse the thennal behaviour of the structure by 

idealizing the structure with an assembly of finite elements. Since the input information 

into FEA expresses a large number of variables (such as the basic topological structure 

and main dimensions, geometrical configurations of the structure and the height, width. 

wall thicknesses and other dimensions of each component in the structure. material of the 

structure. the properties of the foundation. interfaces between components, external static 

and dynamic forces, heat sources with corresponding variables description) which cannot 

be exactly (effectively) described due to the complexity of the structure, uncertainties in 

the coefficients of expansion, radiation. convection and conduction properties etc. the 

FEA is becoming for this task complex and time consuming and has only a limited 

practical use (Theuws,91). 
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2.4 Assumptions for the geometrical deviation model 

As mentioned in the previous chapters the temperature distribution field of the CMM's 

structure is assumed to be a given function of the coordinate system and the model will be 

derived on the basis of the thermo-elasticity theory. The model presented in this report 

assumes a stable temperature distribution fields with constant gradients. This is based on 

the assumption that the CMM's structure has the same temperature field as its 

environment. due to the good heat conduction properties of steel. As already mentioned 

the temperature distribution field of the room is assumed to be linear. Such a temperature 

field results in expansion and bending of the constructional parts without any thermally 

introduced stresses. 

- Expected geometrical deviations 

In the table in figure 2.4 an overview of the expected geometrical deviations 

of the investigated CMM which may arise as a deformation effect due to a 

linear temperature distribution field is given. 

X-beam X-seale Y-beam Y-seale Z-beam Z-scale 

X-gradient ~x yrz,ytx zrY,ztx 

Y-gradient xrz.xty yzrx yty L zrx,zly 

Z-gradient xry,xlz yrx,ylz zlz 

- 3 squareness deviations belween x,y and z-beams 

- 3 zero drifts of x,y and z-scales 

Figure 2.4 Ta ble of the expected geometrical deviations caused by linear 

temperature field 

The deformation effect of the X-beam and Y -beams are depicted in figure 2.5 and 2.6. 

The detailed geometrical deviations of the X -beam and Z-beam are depicted in the figure 

2.7a and 2.7b. The notation of the thermal gradients corresponds with the coordinate 

direction along which axis the temperature is dependent. The expected deformations of 

the X-beam comprises of two rotational deviations xrz and XIj'. two translation deviations 

xty and xtz and the translation deviation xtx of the X-scale. The Y-beam deformations 

comprises of two rotational deviations yrz and yrx. two translation deviations ytx and ytz 

are expected and in addition the translation deviation yty of the Y -scale. A third expected 

rotational deviation of the Y-beams is denoted as y tx, which expresses the rotation of the 
z 

narrow z-directed foot (middle support) of the Y -beam. For the Z-beam two rotational 
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un deformed structure 

deformed struct.ure: 
1: x-beam 
2: y-beams 

yrz 

1 Y -gradient 

yrz 

L X-gradient. 

-< z x 

Figure 2.5 

2 

2 

Expected geometrical deviations of the X-beam and Y -beams 

caused by Y -gradient and X-gradient. 

deviations zry and zrx, two translation deviations ztx and zty are expected. The Z-scale 

will expand in a ztz translation deviation. Due to the expansion and bending effects of the 

structure, three squareness deviations between the X,Y, and Z-beam will occur in 

addition. At last, also the zero points of all three scales will drift. 

Figure 2.6 

un deformed structure 

deformed structure: Z-gradient 

r--
I 
L_--, 

I 
-----;;)11;.- I 

V-gradient I 

1 

Expected geometrical deviations of Y -beams caused by 

Y -gradient and Z-gradient. 
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1 Y-gradient 1 Z-gradient 

L C===~ L C====~ x x 

Figure 2.7a 

z 

L x 

Figure 2.7b 

Expected geometrical deviations of the X-beam caused by 

Y -gradient and Z-gradient. 

X-gradient 

~ 

zry 

z 

L y 

Y-gradient 

:> 

Expected geometrical deviations of the Z-beam caused by 

X-gradient and V-gradient. 
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3 THERMO - MECHANICAL MODEL 

3.1 General theory 

The derivation of a model for the thermo-mechanical behaviour of the CMM is based on 

the fundamental flthermal stress analysis for elastic systems", given in well known 

literature (Boley,60). The basis of the model is formulated as the determination of thermal 

deformations in solid bodies under a prescribed temperature distribution field. 

The formulations of this model are based on three principal assumptions: 

- that the temperature can be determined independently of the deformations. 

- that the the deformations are small. 

- that the material is homogeneous, isotopic and behaves elastically at all times. 

The principle of this model was derived in the report "Thermal behaviour of the CMM" 

(Dunovska.91). Therefore in this chapter only a short summary is derived. 

The stresses are identified as acting on the edge of an elemental square. The complete 

three dimensional description of the stress in a point is illustrated in figure 3.1. 

z 
Figure 3.1 

y 

The stress in the point. 

x 

The stress is generally denoted by u ... The subscript notation identifies the direction of the 
lJ 

stress at the face. or area, of the cube on which its acts. The first subscript i identifies the 

face. or area of the cube. The second subscript j identifies the direction of the stress. For 

example. the stress u xx is the normal stress acting on the face perpendicular to the x axis. 
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A shear stress on a face of the cube nonnal to the y axis and acting in the x direction 

would be a • as shown in figure 3.1. yx 

The shear stresses on mutually perpendicular planes are equivalent: 

(1 =(1 '(1 =(1 '(1 =(1 
xy yx' yz zy' xz zx 

(1) 

The nine components shown in figure 3.1 can be presented as a stress component matrix: 

(1 (1 (1 
xx xy xz 

(1= (1 (1 (1 
yx yy yz 

(1 (1 (1 
zx zy zz 

a stress in a point 

a .. shear stress 
lJ 

a .. normal stress 
11 

Similar as the stress component matrix. a strain component matrix can be derived as: 

E E E xx xy xz 

E= E E E 
yx yy yz 

E E E zx zy zz 

E strain in a point 

E •. shear strain 
IJ 

B •• nonnal strain 
u 

For strain the use of the subscripts i and j are identical as mentioned above for the 

stresses. 

-13 -
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The linear relationship between stress and strain is given by Hooke's law and for a bar in 

simple tension or compression has the form: 

a .. =EE .. 
11 11 

(4) 

E Young's modulus [N/m2] 

For more complicated rates of stresses, a generalized Hooke's law is required. This 

so-called Hooke's law for plane stress in a body is given by equations for normal strains. 

The normal strains E • E • E represent the changes in the dimensions of an 
xx yy zz 

infinitesimally small cube. These strains can be expressed in terms of the stresses by 

superimposing the effects of the individual stresses. For example, the stress C1 produces 
xx 

strain E equal to C1 IE. and the stress C1 produces a strain E equal to -v C1 IE. Of xx:xx yy :xx yy' -

course, the shear stress C1 produces no normal strain in the x direction. The resultant xy 

strain E is: 
:xx 

1 
E = F (a - va ) 

:xx r.. xx yy 

Similarly. the strains in the y and z direction are obtained: 

1 
E =1'!t(a -va) 
yy r.. yy :xx 

E = l { -v(a + a )} 
zz r.. xx yy 

v Poisson's ratio, which gives the relation between lateral and 

axial strain for unaxially loaded members 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

The shear stress is related to the shear strain in a similar manner by Hooke's law in shear: 

a .. = G E •• 
IJ lJ 

(8) 

G shear modulus [N/m2] 
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The generalized Hooke's law in shear has the fonn: 

1 
E = ~ C1 zx u zx 

(9) 

Thennal stresses may arise in a heated body because of either a non-unifonn temperature 

distribution, or external constraints, or a combination of these two causes. The overview 

of the temperature effects on the mechanically free body is depicted in the figure 3.2. 

I Mechanically free body I 
I 

uniform (constant) I 
temperature T=Tc 

I nonuniform temperature field 1 
T= f(x,y,z) 

I 
I 

linear temp. field I 
T=a+bx+cy+dz 

non linear tern,. 
T= f(x,y,z 

1 
normal strains: normal strains: 

I 
normal strains: 

exx = eyy= ezz '" 0 e xx ' eyy.ezz ¢ 0 txx, eyy'czz ¢ 0 
shear strains: 
exy . £yz.ezx '" 0 

I 
no stresses: no stresses: normal stresses: 
uxx = Uyy=uzz = uxx = Uyy=uzz .. uxx ' Uyy.uzz ¢ 0 
uxy= uyz = uzx = 0 uxy= Uyz = uzx = 0 shear stresses: 

uxy ' uyz.uzx '" 0 

I I 
- uniform expansion - expansion - expansion 
- no bending - bending - bending 
- no torsion - no torsion - torsion 

Figure 3.2 Ovetview of the temperature-stress-strain effects on the 

mechanically free body. 

field J 

When the mechanically free body is subjected to any general non-unifonn temperature 

field the structure will react by dimensional changes. The constant part of the temperature 

field causes an unifonn expansion of the structure with no stresses. The non-constant part 
of the temperature field causes a non-unifonn expansion which may result in thennal 

- 15-



stresses in the structure, an exception is a linear temperature field in which there are also 

no stresses (Boley,60). The strains in each point of a heated body are thus made up of two 

parts: 
The first part is an uniform expansion proportional to the constant temperature T. Since 

this expansion is the same in all directions for an isotropic body, only normal strains 

and no shear strains arise. If the coefficient of linear thermal expansion is denoted by a, 
this normal strain in any direction is equal to aT. 

The second part is a non-uniform expansion and are the strains required to maintain the 

continuity of the body as well as those arising because of external loads. These strains 

are related to stress by Hooke's law of linear elasticity using equations (5) and (9). In 

this case also shear strains and thus torsion may arise. 

Then the resulting strains at each point of the orthogonal coordinate system x. y. z, 

(Boley.60), are the sum of these two components and are related to the stresses and to the 

temperature by: 

8 = 1 {(1 - v(a + a )} + aT 
xxe xx yy zz 

8 = 1 {a - v«1 + a )} + aT 
yye yy zz xx 

E =l{a -v(a +0' )}+aT 
zz r.. zz xx yy 

E =.J-(1 • 
xy ",u xy' 

E = 1 a . 
yz '2G yz' 

G the shear modulus 

E Young's modulus 

1 
8 =~a zx ",u zx 

v Poisson's ratio,which gives the relation between lateral and 

axial strain for unaxially loaded members 

The stress can be expressed as a function of the strain, as derived in (Boley,60): 

(1yy = ).e + 2J.lEyy - (3), + 2J.l) aT 

(1zz = ).e + 2J.l8zz - (3), + 2J.l)aT 

(1 = 2118 • (1 = 2m> • (1 = 2uE xy r xy' yz r-yz. zx r zx 

- 16-
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). and ,." are called the Lame constants. 

Applying laws of mechanics about the equations of equilibrium of the body under acting 

forces and moments, the equations of equilibrium for stress analysis are derived. In an 

orthogonal coordinate system with axes x, y, z, these equations have the following form 

for the case of no body forces: 

ou ou ou xx +f+ xz =0 ax az 

ou ou ou 
Xl ax +f+ i/ =0 (12) 

ou ou ou xz +f+ zz =0 ax az 

The relationship between the strains and the deformations in the orthogonal coordinate 

system u,v,w resp. x,y,z is: 

where U, v, w. are the components of the deformation vector 

in respectively the x. y, z, direction. 

(13) 

The boundary conditions of the deformations at every point of the bounding surface are 

described by the following equations: 

U = f (P) 

v = g(P) 

w = h(P) 

f,g.h are prescribed functions. 

(14) 
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3.2 Modelling methodology 

The CMM is divided into the following observed parts for the purpose of mathematical 

description as well as for the measurements: 

X-beam 

Y -beam: Y -beam-right 

Y -beam-left 

These observed parts are depicted in figure 3.3. according to the general theory. some 

assumptions are made for modelling these parts: 

X-beam: considered as a 3D massive beam structure free of 

external loads and stresses (linear temp. field) 

Y -beam: considered as a 3D massive volume structure free of 

external loads and stresses 

Z-beam 

Y-beam right 

Y,v 

Figure 3.3: Coordinate measuring machine with the observed parts for 

modeling. 
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Each of these observed parts has its own local reference coordinate system. Since the 

relative angular changes are verified by measurements for each part separately, the 

modeled structure can be compared directly with these measurements. 

The diagram in figure 3.4 gives an overview of the modelling methodology. In model I 

the thermal gradients are calculated from a selected temperature distribution field. As 

already stated in chapter 2.4, the temperature field will be chosen linear and valid for all 

parts of the CMM. With the known thennal gradients of model I and based on the above 

mentioned assumptions about the observed parts, the angular thennal deformations of 

elements of respectively the X and Y-beam are calculated. These calculations are later 

transfonned to the total rotational deviations, both in model 2 and 3. 

I MEAStJRED I TEMPERATURES 

I X-BEAM I I Y-BEAM I I I 

MODEL 1: THERMAL PART 
• _~ DII!JU8lI'l'I0li I'III.D 
• mDlal. CllW)IDrI 

I I 
MODEL 2: DEFORMATION PART MODEL 3: DEFORMATION PART 

X-BEAM Y-BEAM 
• UGULU\ 'I!III:RMAl. DIII'CIIIIQl'IOliS • UGULU\ '!IIDKll. _'1'1011S 

PREDICn:D ROTATIONAL PREDICTED ROTATIONAL 
DEVIATION DEVIATION 

X-BEAM Y-BEAM 

Figure 3.4 Diagram of the overview of the modelling methodology. 
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3.2.1 Modell: The thermal model 

In the model presented in this chapter only a static temperature distribution field is 

considered. The temperature distribution field of the room is assumed to be linear. Also 

the temperature distribution field of each observed part has a form of a continuous linear 

function of a local orthogonal coordinate system x,y,z. This is based on the assumption 

that the structure of the CMM has the same temperature field as its environment, due to 

the good heat conduction properties of steel. 

T = T (x, Y • z) = a + bx + cy + dz 

T temperature 

x,y,z axis of the local coordinate system of observed parts 

a constant representing a uniform temperature 

b,c,d coefficients representing the constant gradients of a linear temperature 

function 

(15) 

Coefficients a,b,c,d have to be identified by the temperature measurements at discrete 

points of the observed parts. The physical representation of the coefficients b,c,d is a 

constant thermal gradient and they can be derived as: 

• 

b - aT(x,y ,zL c - Of(x,y,z) . d _ Of(x.y,z) - ax ' - ay • - az (16) 

In the thermal model. the temperatures are measured in n yz-cross-sectional planes of the 

beams, see figure 3.5. 

X-beam 

z 

~x 
y 

Figure 3.5 X-beam and the configuration of the cross-sections and elements. 
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The constant thennal gradients are calculated at the locations of those cross-sections. The 

following assumption about these thennal gradients is used in model 1. This assumption 

allows to split the main axis of a beam into n so-called "independent discrete elements of 

the beam", further referred to as "elements". The beam is split such that the elements are 

laying around the cross-sections where the temperatures are measured, see figure 3.5. The 

thennal gradients at these cross-sections is considered to be constant for the whole length 

of the interval ex of the element. Of each element the local dimensions ex' ey• ez are 

known. the coefficient of expansion a is selected value. and at six discrete positions the 

temperatures T1 ••• T6 are scanned, as depicted in figure 3.6a and 3.6b. In figure 3.6a the 

positions of the temperature sensors are given for the detennination of the thennal rotation 

xrz. in figure 3.6b for the determination of xry. 

Figure 3.6a 

Figure 3.6b 

s=2 

T1 
xrz 

ez I 

~~I __________________ T5~~ ________________ ~ 

The positions of the temperature sensors in one element for the 

determination of the thermal rotation xrz. 
s=2 

s-3 I 
s=l 

xry 

ex 

The positions of the temperature sensors in one element for the 
determination of the thermal rotation xry. 
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To be able to investigate the influence of the location of the temperature sensors on the 

beams and for averaging purposes, the temperatures are measured in three planes 

(s = 1,2,3) at each element, see figure 3.6a, 3.6b. For each plane the thermal gradient is 

calculated, so every temperature measurement delivers three coefficients for the thermal 

gradient. Also for averaging purposes every measurement is repeated a number m times. 

Furthermore the temperatures are recorded for three different heating levels. Thus the 

amount of temperature acquisitions for every rotational deviation add's up to: 6 n m 3. 

The temperatures scanned by the sensors represent relative temperature data because of 

the relative sensor calibration discussed in chapter 4. These temperatures have to be 

corrected with the reference temperatures of the temperature distribution field of the 

unheated machine. Then the relative thermal gradient for each element can be calculated, 

for example coefficient of the thermal gradient in y direction: 

aT - aTref 
cn = ns ns (17) e 

y 

n the element num her 

s the plane in the element 

e element length in y direction 
y 

When concerning the whole observed part for all m measurements and all three 

temperature levels, the resultant gradient matrix would take a 3 dimensional form. When 

omitting the different heating levels the gradient matrix takes the following form: 

c= 

C mn 

and resp. for the coefficient of the thermal gradient in z direction: 

D= 

d 
mn 
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The elements of the matrix represent the gradient of each of the n "elements" with respect 

to the reference, m is the number of repeated temperature measurements. 

3.2.2 Model 2: X-beam deformation model 

The group of equations linking the temperature distribution field to the defonnations are 

expressed in model 2. The equations for the thermal deformations are derived from 

thermo-elasticity theory under quasi-static conditions for the assumed geometrical 

representations of the observed parts as already discussed. In the methodology of the 

calculations the analogy between the thermal deformations in a heated body and the 

deformations in an unheated body subject to equivalent body forces is used. The X-beam 

is then defined with its boundaries as a sum of independent elements as depicted in figure 

3.7. Each separate element is affected by local constant thermal gradient. 

X-beam 

z 

Figure 3.7 The X-beam defined as a sum of independent elements. 

The thermal deformation field for the X-beam in a linear temperature distribution field, 

with notation is given in (Dunovska,91, pp19. eq41-47) and is described as: 

(xtx) (20) 

Vi I (x) ::: - a c 

Vi (x) ::: - a c x + c
1 

(xrz) (21) 
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Wi I (X) = - ad 

Wi (X) = - a d X + c} (xry) 

} 2 
w(x) = - -a dx + C X + c 2 } 2 

x,y,z axes of the coordinate system 

u.v,w axes of the deformation field 

primes are first and second differentiations with respect to X 

a coefficient of the thermal expansion 

a uniform temperature 

b,c,d coefficients representing the constant gradients of a linear 

temperature field 

cO'c} ,c2 constants 

(22) 

The constants cO'c} ,c
2 

can be derived from the boundary conditions. For the 

measurements it is assumed that the angular deformation in position x = 0 is zero. To 

adapt to this measurement property the boundary conditions have to be taken a little 

different than in (Dunovska,91 , pp20). 

U(O) = 0 

v(O) = Vi (0) = 0 

w(O) = Wi (0) = 0 

c = 0 o 
c = 0 } 

c = 0 2 

Then the angular thermal deformations affecting the X-beam become: 

v' (x) = - a c x (xrz) 

WI (x) = - a d x (xry) 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

These thermal deformations are then calculated for each of the n separate elements with 

the x-dimension e and local gradients c and d : Xn n n 
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ex 0 
I 

V' = ~a C X I = ~a (26) 

0 e"n 

ex 0 
1 

W' = -a D X I = -a (27) 

0 e"n 

where the vector x = [e .... e ] describes the discrete length dimensions of the separate 
- Xl "n 

elements of the X-beam, see figure 3.7. The matrix describing the angular thermal 

deformations of the separate elements has the form: 

V' = 

resp. 

W' = 

, 
v 11 

v' 
mt 

w'
ll 

w' ml 

v' In 

Vi 
mn 

w' 
In 

w' 
mn 

n the number of discrete elements 

m the number of measurements 

(28) 

(29) 

Once the angular thermal deformations of the discrete elements of the X-beam are 

calculated. in the matrix form of (28), resp. (29), the relationship between the total 

rotational deviation and its location on the X-beam can be derived. This total rotational 
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deviation will be calculated from the discrete angular thennal deformation as a matrix of 

cumulative sums of the angular thermal deformations of each element. 

Xl'Z is the cumulative sum of the elements of the row of the matrix V' 

xrzll = VI 11 (30) 

xrz = xrz 1 + v I 
mn mn- mn 

xrz11 xrZ1n 

xrz ::: (31) 

xrZm1 xrz 
mn 

xrYll xrYIn 

xry::: (32) 

xrYml xry 
mn 

The position of the rotational deviations in the matrix, with respect to the zero point of the 

X -scale is dependent upon the distance x of the cross-sections to the zero point. Then the 
p 

graphical interpretation of the relationship between the rotational deviation Xl'Zmn and 

xry with the positions x gives the predicted results in the same way as the scanned 
mn p 

results of the measurements of these deviations. Therefore the predicted results can be 

easily compared with the measured results. 

Relation between the theoretical angular thermal deformations and the actual 
deformations measured on the end of the Z-beam 

In the theoretical description derived above, the angular deformations of the X-beam is 
found in the equations for WI, resp.v' (25), (24). Actually these angular deformations can 

be related to the rotational deviation Xl'Z and xry only in the case if the angle of the 
Z-carriage {3(x) is equal to the deformation angle w'(x) as depicted in the figure 3.8. 
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The angle (3(x) is the actually measured angle in the xrz measurement. If the defonnation 

w(x) is described by the quadratic function (22) for the point x=xo as: 

w(x ) = - !a d x2 
020 

and for the point x = Xo + I, where I is the length of the Z-carriage as: 

then the difference between the defonnation of both points is: 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

The angle (3(x) of the Z-carriage can be calculated from the geometrical relation from the 

figure 3.8 as: 

w(x + 1) - w(xo) 1 
{3(x) = 0 1 = - a d (x + - 1) o 2 

(36) 

The difference between the angle (3(x) and w'(x)() at the point of contact x = Xo + ~ I: 

{3(x) - w' (x +! 1) = - a d (x +! 1) - {- a d (x +! I)} :: 0 o 2 0 2 0 2 
(37) 

is equal to zero. This result concludes that the angle (3(x) of the carriage can be related to 

the theoretical defonnations of the X-beam as long as the defonnation w(x) has the fonn 

of the quadratic function. 
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w(x+l)-w(x) 

Figure 3.8 The angle of the Z-carriage (3(x) and the defonnation angle wl(x) 

of the X-beam. 
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3.2.3 Model 3: Y -beam deformation model 

Similarly as for the X-beam, once the temperature gradients at certain locations of the 

Y -beam are calculated, the equations describing the thermal deformations can be derived 

by model 3. These equations make use of the thermo-elasticity theory under quasi-static 

conditions same as for the X-beam. The distinction between the X-beam and the Y -beam 

is the geometrical representation, the V-beam is assumed to be a massive volumetric 

body. as depicted in figure 3.9, free of external loads and stresses. The deformation field 

of a volumetric body is described by a function with three variables f(x,y,z), unlike the 

X-beam which is described by a function of one dependent variable f(x). 

z.w(x.y.z) 

~x.y.Z) 

x.u(x.y.z) 

Figure 3.9 Geometrical representation of the Y -beam. 

For the calculation of the deformation field the analogy between the thermal deformations 

in a heated body and the deformations in an unheated body due to equivalent body forces 

is used. The Y -beam is defined, with its boundaries, as a sum of independent volumetric 

elements as depicted in figure 3.10. Each separate element is affected by local constant 

thermal gradients. 

The thermal deformation field for the Y -beam (frame) in a linear temperature distribution 

field. with notation is given in (Dunovska.91, pp27, eq86-88) and is described as: 
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u(x,y,z) = a (ax + ~bX2 + cxy + dxz) + U (y ,z) 

v(x,y.z) = a (ay + bxy + ~cl + dyz) + V(y,z) 

w(x,y,z) = a (az + bxz + cyz + ~bz2) + W(y.z) 

x,y,z axes of the coordinate system 

U,V,w axes of the defonnation field 

a coefficient of the thennal expansion 

a uniform temperature 

b,c,d coefficients representing the constant gradients of a linear 

temperature field 

(38) 

The functions U(y,z), V(y,z) and W(y,z) can be derived from the boundary conditions. 

The resulting thennal deformation field for this three dimensional problem is given in 

(Dunovska,91, pp28, eql02-103) and is described as: 

u' (x,y,z) = a (cx - by) (yrz) 

w' (x,y,z) = a (cz - dy) (yrx) 

Y-beam-left Ybeam -right 

~Y 
x 

Figure 3.10 The Y -beam defined as a sum of independent volumetric 

elements. 
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When considering a CMM only the actual angular deformation which affects the 

movement of the carriage along the guide is important So only the defonnation as a 

function of the axis of movement can be considered. In the case of the Y -beam the 

defonnation is a function of y. The dependency on x and z can be considered as a 
constant for the rotational deviation. This influence on the defonnation is constant for all 
y positions. See an example on the figure 3.11. Therefore the parts with dependency on 

the variables x and z in the theoretical equations can be considered constant and can be 

. neglected. Then the angular thermal deformations affecting the Y -beam will be: 

u'(y)=-aby 

w' (y) = - ad y 

Figure 3.11 

(yrz) (41) 

(yrx) (42) 

y 

The position dependency of the rotational deviation measurement 

yrx. 

These thermal deformations are then calculated in the same way as for the X-beam. for 

each of the n separate elements with y-dimension e and local gradients band d : Yn n n 

bll bIn ey 0 
1 

U' = -a B Y I .. -a (43) 

bmI b 0 e mn Yn 

dll dIn e 0 
Yl 

W' = -a D Y I .. -a (44) 

d
m1 d 0 e mn Yn 
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where the vector y = [e .... e ] describes the discrete length dimensions of the separate 
- Y1 Yn 

elements of the Y -beam. The matrix describing the angular thermal deformations of the 

separate elements has the form: 

U' = 

resp. 

W' = 

, 
u

ll 

u' 
ml 

, w
ll 

w' 
mI 

u' In 

U' 
mn 

w· 
In 

w' 
mn 

n the number of discrete elements 
m the number of measurements 

(45) 

(46) 

The thermal angular deformations of the separate elements of the Y-beam are presented in 
matrix form in (45), resp. (46). This calculation is performed for both Y-beams; the right 

as well as the left part. From these discrete elemental angular deformations the total 

rotational deviation will be calculated, separately for the right and left part, as a matrix of 

cumulative sums of the angular deformation of each element. 

yrz is the cumulative sum of the elements of the row of the matrix U' 

yrzn = u' 11 

yrz = yrz 1 + u I 
mn ron- mn 

yrz = 

yrz 
mn 
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yrx = 

yrx mn 

(49) 

The position of the rotational deviations in the matrix, with respect to the zero point of the 

Y -scale is dependent upon the distance y of the cross-sections to the zero point. Then the 
p 

graphical interpretation of the relationship between the rotational deviation yrz and mn 

yrx with the positions y gives the predicted results in the same way as the scanned 
mn p 

results of the melJsurements of these deviations. Therefore the predicted results can be 

easily compared with the measured results. 
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4 EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF THE 

THERMO - MECHANICAL BEHAVIOUR OF THE CMM 

4.1 Introduction 

The main task of the experimental detennination is to develop such a measurement set-up 

that allows to measure the thennal defonnations and their cause, the corresponding 

temperature field of the structure of the CMM, at the same time. 

The temperature data are used as the input into the theoretical model for the calculation of 

the thennal defonnations. Since the difference between two temperature states causes a 

defonnation shift, only relative temperatures are important and not the actual absolute 

temperatures. Therefore all measured temperature states are referring to a measured 

reference temperature state. Furthennore, because of the condition of a quasi-static field 

for the observation, both of these states are created with long time constants. For the 

reference state 10 hours and for the heated state 4 hours were allowed for the temperature 

field to stabilize, before measurements were made. 

In the following paragraphs the equipment, the creation of the desired temperature field, 

the measurement of the temperatures and the measurement of the thennal defonnations 

are discussed. 

The complete measurement set-up consisted of the hardware of the following 

commercially available instruments: 

- Coordinate meas. machine: 

- Thermometer: 

- Laser interferometer: 

- Personal Computer: 

- Radiation heater: 

- Heating regulator: 

Mitutoyo, FN905 

Process-Periphery-instrument, GSSE PP2 interfaced 

with 28 Pt-100 conductive sensors (resistance 

thennometers) 

Renishaw Laser Interferometer System: 

- ML10 laser with tripod 

- PC10 display/control option 

- appropriate optical reflectors 

Hewlett Packart, Vectra ES/12 

Watlow Radiant Panels, Raymax 1120 

Triac, connected to an automatic switch-clock 
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! -/ 

Figure 4.1 The complete measurement set-up. 

1 C:MM 

2 computer 

3 laser 

4 measuring optics 

5 beating panels 

6 beating regulator 

7 temperature senscn 

8 thermometers 

The control unit of the CMM is connected by an IEEEA88 interface to the PC. Through 

this link the CMM can be operated and the measured values of the scales can be read by 

the PC. The temperature sensors are connected to the Process Periphery-instrument, which 

is also connected to the PC by the IEEEA88 link, and the measured temperature values 

can be read by the PC. The temperature sensors are fixed to the inside SUlface of the 

machine's structure by means of heat conducting paste, for assured thermal contact. The 

optical reflector is mounted on the tip of the Z-beam. The interferometer is on the granite 

table and together with the reflector they have to be aligned with the laser. The laser is 
connected to a special interface card, the PClO interface card, in the PC. The triac 

regulator is a converter with three outputs and two ranges of regulation: 0 - SA and S -

lOA. The outputs are connected with the radiant panels which are projected to a SUlface of 

the CMM. The regulator is connected to an automatic switch-clock. The regulator output 

current is selected manually and for each measuring cycle adjusted to three different 
levels. 
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4.2 The temperature field creation 

An imJX>rtant task for the perfonnance of the measurements was to create a temperature 

distribution field in the structure of the machine, or in the separate observed parts of the 

machine. The required temperature field, as indicated in chapter 3, should have a linear 

distribution. Thus the theoretically selected temperature field requires three constant 

thennal gradients b,c,d in the coordinate axis x,y,z of the structure. This temperature field 

was created by JX>wer-controlled radiant heating panels, which had a uniform radiation 

characteristic over the surface of the panel. The radiant panel(s) were always placed on 

one side of the part under observation, so from this side to the opJX>site side a thermal 

gradient was created. A detailed explanation of the measuring set-ups is given in chapter 

4.5. 

4.3 Temperature field measurement 

4.3.1 Temperature measurement equipment 

- Thermometer: Process-Periphery-instrument, GSSE PP2 interfaced with 28 

Pt-IOO conductive sensors (resistance thermometers) 

Because of the above mentioned necessities and from experience, Pt-IOO sensors were 

selected, since they show a stable and good linear behaviour in the measurement range. 

To correct for differences between the sensors a calibration routine was perfonned. 

4.3.2 Relative calibration of the temperature measurement equipment 

To prepare for the experiment, the digital thermometer with the 28 Pt-l00 resistance 

sensors connected had to be calibrated. The following method for relative calibration was 

chosen. This calibration corrects for relative deviations between the sensors with respect 

to one reference sensor. As a reference sensor one of the 28 connected sensors was taken. 

The set of 28 sensors was placed parallel on the basement plate of a special calibrating 

unit of the TUE metrology laboratory of which the temperature can be changed. The plate 

was cooled down to 80 Celsius and then continuously, during 24 hours, heated up to 400 

Celsius. The graphical representation of part of the measured heating cycle is depicted in 

appendix 1. During the heating period, the resistance of the sensors was scanned. The 

measured data of each sensor was corrected with the data of the reference sensor, 
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which gives correction data for each sensor. A second order polynome was fitted through 

the correction data to describe the deviation of each sensor as a function of its resistance, 

relative to the reference sensor: 

~ - R14 = a Ri + b ~ + C = f (~) 

Riorr = ~ - f(~) 

Riorr = - a Ri - (1 + b) ~ - c = - aoRi - al~ - a2 

(50) 

(51) 

(52) 

The coefficients of the polynomes were fed into an automatical data acquisition program. 

This program calculates the resulting temperature from the corrected measured resistance 

as given by the following relationship, which was specified for the used GSSE PP2: 

liorr = { 3.36785046 - (11.3424167 - Riorr/58.0195) 112 } 1000 [K] (53) 

With these calibrated (equalized) sensors, the thermal state of the machine was 

determined. The sensors were placed at certain positions of the machine in order to 

measure the temperature field which causes the deformations. Due to the limited number 

of sensors, 28, the observed parts of the CMM were measured separate. The configuration 

of the sensors for the different measurements will be discussed in the chapter 4.5. In the 

reference state the structure has a temperature of 20° Celsius. To control the temperature 

environment, a plastic insulation cabin with ventilation unit was placed around the 

machine (all placed in the temperature controlled measurement room). In practice the 

requirement of a uniform temperature of 20° Celsius was defined to be the temperature 

state of the machine in the temperature controlled room after 10 hours of rest with the 

CMM switched on but with no beam movements, followed by one hour with continuous 

beam movements without any use of the radiant heating panels. The described reference 

state of the machine was always measured on the beginning of each measurement cycle. 
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4.4 Defonnation field measurement 

4.4.1 Defonnation measurement equipment 

- Laser interferometer: Renishaw Laser Interferometer System: 

- MLlO laser with tripod 

- PClO display/control option 

- appropriate optical components 

As a method to determinate the thermal deformations after heating, interferometery was 

used because it is also used for the calibration of CMMs. For the current research only 

angular thermal deformations were observed. The laser interferometer is measuring this 

deviation with two optical components, namely an angular interferometer and an angular 

reflector as depicted in figure 4.2. 

___ ..!....-Ie--

ML 10 LASER 

Figure 4.2 

MEASUREMENT 
BEAM 

- ----~----- -----, 
----<C-----A2 

REFERENCE 
BEAM 

I ____ ...I 

-- - - --- ---------- -----, 
r- - -- - -- - - ..... - - - - - --

ANGULAR 
INTERFEROMETER 

Al 

Principle of the rotational measurement. 

I 

-----' 

ANGULAR 
REFLECTOR 

\ 
AXIS OF 

ROTATION 

) 

The principle of angular measurement is the comparison of path length differences of two 

beams. The laser beam is split in two by the beam splitter within the angular 

interferometer. One part of the beam, reference (Al), passes straight through the 

interferometer and is reflected from one half of the angular reflector. which is on the 

measuring tip of the CMM. back to the laser head. The other beam (A2) passes through 

the periscope of the angular interferometer to the other half of the angular reflector, which 

returns it through the interferometer to the laser head. In the actual experiment the end 

point of the Z-pinole is moved along the observed axis while the other two axes are fixed. 

The angular interferometer as a stationary part is aligned with the laser and the reflector is 

moving in the direction of the axis of movement. If the angular reflector following the 
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observed axis of movement. will deflect from the aligned direction by some rotation. it 

will cause a change in path length difference between the measurement and reference 

beam. see figure 4.2. This change in path length difference is determined by the fringe 

counting circuitry in the laser unit and is converted to an angular measurement by the 

accompanied software. The range of such a measurement is ±0.175 rad. the resolution is 

O.l,mtd. 

The main sources affecting the accuracy of the interferometry measurement method for 

angular thermal deviations are: 

- a systematic error due to the uncalibrated laser interferometer system 

- thermal unstability of the optical components. 

Taking these effects in account, two different checks were performed. First a comparison 

of the angular measurement of the laser interferometer with a calibrated laser 

interferometer system and second a check of the optical thermal drift. 

4.4.2 Calibration of the deformation measurement equipment 

The calibration was realized by means of a sine bar and a displacement sensor. Both laser 

interferometer systems. The Renishaw Transducer System and a calibrated HP Laser 

system, were aligned with their own stationary angular interferometer and angular 

reflector which were placed on the sine bar. By moving one side of the bar an angle is 

created. The angular movement of the bar results simply as the arcsine of the 

displacement divided by the length of the sine bar. Both these dimensions are accurately 

known. Figure 4.3 shows the measurement set up of this experiment. 

• Ll h sm u= r 

h horizontal displacement 

I length of the sine bar 

For the experiment 1 = 1850mm and hJl1lX = lOmm. The maximum deviation in 1 due to 

temperature effects and length measurement uncertainty was: 61tot = O.102mm. the 

maximum deviation in h due to temperature effects. uncertainty of the displacement meter 

and due to not exact perpendicular placement of the meter was: &.tot = O.0017mm. The 

resulting accuracy for this calibration process came down to: c5Bllllx = O.2arcsec. 
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The measurement set-up for the calibration 

of the Renishaw laser. 

-

The calculated angular value from the displacement of the sine bar was taken as a 
reference value for the calculation of the angular deviations. The difference between the 

measured angular value of both laser interferometer systems and the calculated value gave 

the angular deviation characteristic. On the measured range, 6 = 0-1200arcsec. the angular 
measurement of the HP Laser System showed a linear deviation with a maximum 66 = 

-O.4arcsec and the Renishaw Laser Transducer System also linear with a maximum 66 = 

1.5arcsec. see figure 4.4. The presented data can be used for the correction of the angular 

measurements with these laser systems. 
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4.4.3 Thermal drift of the optical components 

Changes in the temperature of the optical components of the laser intetferometer system 

during the measurement may cause deviations. Expansion of the optical parts due to the 

temperature changes may result in a change in optical path length which could be detected 

as an angular change (for the angular measurement). When a change in temperature 

occurs the physical size of the optical elements and their refractive index will change, and 

thermal stresses will arise. 

LASER 

Figure 4.5 

INTERFEROMETER 

The configuration of the laserinterferometer system 

for the measurement of thermal drift. 

A measurement check was performed with the interferometer and reflector clamped 

together on one stand placed on the granite table of the CMM, as depicted on the figure 

4.5. The room was continuously heated with a radiant panel placed in the upper part of the 

room. The laser and optical components were isolated from direct radiation. The 

temperature of the optical elements was scanned during the measurement, figure 4.6b. The 

thermal drift in the first two hours of the heating process is about 91lm/moC = 1.8 

arcsec/oC. After this time constant. the value of the drift stabilizes at approximately 

±11lffi/moC = ±O.2 arcsec/oC. It can be derived from the optical drift characteristics in 

figures 4.6a , 4.6b and 4.6c. 

Since the actual angular measurement is reset every time in the zero point of the axis of 

measurement, the maximal time interval of 8 minutes between two resets gives an 

inaccuracy of O.1arcsec. During the execution of the actual measurement, the required 

time constant of 2 hours and a time interval of 8 minutes was always fulfilled. 
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Figure 4.6a 

Figure 4.6b 

Figure 4.6c 
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4.5 Measurement Set-up for the different rotational deviations 

4.5.1 Set-up for XIZ 

For the measurement of XIZ, the following set-up is needed: 

- creation of a constant thennal y-gradient in the X-beam 

- placement of the 28 sensors in yz-planes in the X-beam structure 

- alignment of the rotational interferometer system along the X-beam. 

A photograph of the actual set up is presented in figure 4.9. 

Ad 1. A constant thennal y-gradient was created by two radiant panels positioned parallel 

beside the X-beam at a horizontal distance of approximately 1m. The actual configuration 

is depicted in figure 4.7. 

Figure 4.7 Configuration of the heating panels for XIZ measurement. 

Ad 2. The configuration of the sensors in the X-beam structure is displayed in figure 4.8. 

The sensors were placed inside the X-beam in five cross-sections on the inner surface of 

plates oriented in yz direction. The y-gradient is calculated from the temperature 

difference between two sensors laying in y direction of each other. 

"t( 
x 

Figure 4.8 Configuration of the sensors for XIZ measurement. 
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Ad3, the laser was placed on an aluminium plate extending over the granite table of the 

CMM. The optical reflector was attached to the z-pinole and aligned along the x-axis 

together with the laser and optical interferometer. The laser, the interferometer and the 
optical path were insulated by insulation plates in order to protect them from excessive 

heating. The X-beam was positioned in the zero Y -beam scale position and then the y and 

z position were fixed. The measurement was performed over the whole range of the x 

measuring scale. 

Figure 4.9 xrz measurement with laserinterferometery. 

4.5.2 Set-up foe xry 

For the measurement of xry. the following set-up is needed: 

- creation of a constant thermal z-gradient in the X-beam 

- placement of the 28 sensors in zy-planes in the X-beam structure 

- alignment of the rotational interferometer system along the X-beam. 

A photograph of the actual set up is presented in figure 4.12. 

Ad 1. Creating a constant thermal z-gradient was realized by placement of two heating 

panels in a parallel configuration with experimentally adjusted angle a. This configuration 

was chosen due to lack of upper space in the measurement room and due to the limitations 

caused by the high Z-pinole. In this configuration the heat was allowed to radiate freely 
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onto the upper yx-surface while the side zx-surfaces of the X-beam were isolated. The 
vertical distance between the heating panels and the surface of the X-beam was 

approximately 1m. The actual configuration is depicted in figure 4.10. 

't( 
.x 

Figure 4.10 Configuration of the heating panels for xry measurement. 

Ad 2. The configuration of the sensors was chosen in the same way as for xrz. and is 
displayed in figure 4.11. The z-gradient was calculated from the temperature difference 

between two sensors lying in z-direction of each other. 

X 

Figure 4.11 

TBERMAL SENSORS 

X-BEAM ..---

Configuration of the sensors for xry measurement. 

Ad 3. The laser was placed in the same position as as used for xrz. Only the reflector and 
the interferometer have to be turned 900

• 
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Figure 4.12 xry measurement with lasermterferometery. 

4.5.3 Set-up for yrz 

For the measurement of yrz, the following set-up is needed: 

- creation of a constant thermal x-gradient in the Y -beam 

- placement of 14 sensors in xz-planes in the right hand Y-beam structure 

- alignment of the rotational interferometer system along the Y-beam. 

Ad 1. Creating a thermal x-gradient was realized only for the right hand Y -beam, since 

this part can be considered as the single source of yrz deviations when considering the 

bearing construction of the CMM. Two radiant panels were positioned parallel beside the 

Y -beam at a horizontal distance of approximately O.Sm. The radiant panels heated the 

upper Y -guides, where carriage moves and also the supporting part under it. The actual 

configuration is depicted in figure 4.13. 

"t( 
• 

Figure 4.13 Configuration of the heating panels for yrz measurement. 
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The right hand side surface of the Y -beam which should be subjected to the radiation was 

shielded by the y-drive spindle and motor, both placed in front of it. The steel box which 

covers the spindle and motor was not removed, because it was used as a protection against 

direct radiation onto the set of sensors placed at the outside surface of the supporting 

Y-beam. 

Ad 2. The placement of the 14 sensors in (on) the right hand Y-beam is displayed in 

figure 4.14. The positioning of the sensors was rather limited due to the impossible 

placement of sensors on or into the Y -guides where the carriage moves and where the 

deformation is actually measured. Therefore the hollow supporting part under the guides 

was used for the placement of the sensors. Even here the positioning of the sensors was 

rather limited, due to the bad access to the inner surface of the Y -beam. Only one set of 

sensors could be placed into the inner structure, on a plate in the middle of the hollow 

structure of the Y -beam. The second set of sensors was positioned on the outside surface 

of the supporting Y -beam part. The outside sensors were protected from direct radiation 

by the covering steel box as already pointed before. Sensors were placed in five 

cross-sections oriented in xz direction. The x-gradient was calculated from the 

temperature difference between two sensors laying in x-direction of each other. 

Y-UAM RIGHT 

't( 
x 

Figure 4.14 Configuration of the sensors for yrz measurement. 

Ad 3. The laser was placed on an aluminium plate extending over the granite table of the 

CMM in the middle x-position. The Z-beam was positioned in the middle of the X-beam 

position and then the x and z position were fixed. The measurement was performed over 

the whole range of the y measurement scale. 
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4.5.4 Set-up for yrx 

For the measurement of yrx. the following set-up is needed: 

- creation of a constant thermal z-gradient in the Y -beam (left and right) 

- placement of 28 sensors in zx-planes in the Y -beam structure 

- alignment of the rotational interferometer system along the V-beam. 

Ad 1. The z-gradient was created for both Y -beams. right and left. since both parts are 

considered as a source for yrx deviation. One radiant panel was positioned above each 

Y -beam. with a vertical distance of approximately 1m. The actual configuration is 

depicted on figure 4.15. The rest of the CMM structure <X-beam. Z-pinole. laser and the 

optical path) were insulated by insulation plates. 

"t( 
• 

Figure 4.15 Configuration of the heating panels for yrx measurement. 

Ad 2. The placement of the 28 sensors was equally divided over both beams. The same 

limitation of positioning of the sensors fclised due to the impossible placement sensors on 

or into the Y -guides where the carriage moves and where the deformation is actually 

measured. Also here the hollow supporting Y -beam parts had to be used. Because of the 

bad access to the inner swface. both sets of sensors were placed at the inner plate. 

positioned in the middle of the hollow structure of both Y -beams. The configuration of the 

sensors in the Y -beams is displayed in figure 4.16. The z-gradient was calculated from the 

temperature difference between two sensors laying in z direction of each other. 
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Figure 4.16 Configuration of the sensors for yrx measurement. 

Ad 3. The alignment of the laser interferometer was the same as for yrz. Only the reflector 

and interferometer have to be turned 90°. 
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4.6 Measurement execution 

The movement of the CMM's pinole and the collection of measurement data from the 

CMM, the thennometer and laser interferometer are carried out automatically by a data 

acquisition software package called DAQ. This software package, developed by Mitutoyo 

Nederland B.V. (MLE), is installed in the HP Vectra. Some of the main items which are 

requested by the DAQ program before performing a specific measurement are in figure 

4.17: 

Figure 4.17 

dlsplacemenl 
of Ctool pinole 

adjustment of leometrical 
parametel'll of I---+----i meuurementl by 
connected la.er Interferometer 
Instrumentl 

adjustment of 
measurement 
parametel'll 

temperature 
measurement 

meuurement 
fUe 

measurement 
cycle 

- .tart and end point 

- number of intervals 

- apeed of clIaplacement 

- eamples per pOlltion 

- waltina time In polltion 

- plane of mea.urement 

- type of leom. measurement 

- direction 
- number of aamplea 

- waitina time In position 

- unsor Dumberina 

- number of lamples 

- delay belween repetitions 

- number of repitiona 

- .tarUna time m.uur.menl 

- delay between repllions 

- order of meuurement fUel 

- atarUna time of cycle 

- delay between repiUonl 

Main items of the DAQ software program. 

The software automatically creates files for all data storage for the defined measurements. 

A graphical interpretation of all measured data is displayed during the measurements. 
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For every rotational deviation a measurement cycle according to the following time 

schedule was petformed, see also figure 4.18: 

O. rest 
I. up 

2. ref 

3.upI 
4. hI 
5.up2 
6.h2 
7.up3 

8.h3 

"rest-period": 10 hours, the CMM switched on, but no movements 
"up-period": I hour, the CMM moving, petforming the rotational 

measurement without any heat 

"reference": 3 repetitions of the rotational measurement without any heat 

"up-period": 4 hours. the CMM moving. heat level nr. I 

3 repetitions of the rotational measurement on heating level nr.I 

"up period": 4 hours, the CMM moving, heat level nr. 2 

3 repetitions of the rotational measurement on heating level nr.2 

up-period": 4 hours, the CMM moving, heat on level nr.3 

3 repetitions of the rotational measurement on heating level nr.3 

CMM: 

heating: 

level 3 

level 2 

level 1 

no heat 

Figure 4.18 

~ rest. _ moving ~ measuring 

I I 
I I 
I I 
I I I I 

: I"IIIII~ 
: IIIIIIII~ : 

~ : 
~~mmmm~~ I 

:3 4 

reference 

5 6 7 B 
time periods 

(intervals not. proportional) 

Measurement conditions during one measurement cycle. 

For all measurements the displacement step was 5Omm. the speed of movement 50mm/s. 
The number of samples per position were 1 for the CMM, 5 for the thermometer and 5 for 
the laser interferometer. 
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4.7 Measurement results 

4.7.1 Tests on the temperature distribution field 

To get an impression about the created temperature distribution field some tests were 

performed. On the X-beam the following dependencies were investigated: Y-grad(t), 

Z-grad(t), Y-grad(x), Y-grad(z), Z-grad(x) and Z-grad(y). On the Y-beam: X-grad(y) and 

Z-grad(y). Some representative graphs are given in figures 4.19 to 4.23. 

The variation of the y and z gradient during time was found as depicted in figure 4.19. 

This variation increases with increasing heating level and reaches a maximum magnitude 

of 2°C/m, which is OAoC over the width of the X-beam. 

The major influences of this effect can be the temporary shielding of the X-beam surface 

by the moving carriage and in addition a relatively small cooling effect from the air 

bearings in the carriage which disturb the stability of the created temperature field. The 

variation of the y-gradient reflects the thermal history from the previous thermal 

environment and therefore follows the variation of the measured position with a time 

delay of about 150s, see figure 4.19. To exclude this effect in the measurements averaging 
I~~~------------~-----------------. 

of all thermal gradients was performed. 900 

800 

16 

115
.5 

~ ~ ~ 800 800 ~ ~ ~ ~ 
_1.1 

Figure 4.19 Time dependency of the y-gradient, y-grad(t), and 

the corresponding positions of the measuring Z-beam. 
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The other mentioned measured dependencies of the thermal gradients show that the 

thermal gradient does not have a constant value over the measured length and width resp. 

height of the observed parts. This result is in contradiction with the expected situation, 

where a constant gradient was assumed, as was already mentioned. 

For the X-beam, several different sensor configurations were tried to get an impression of 

the actual temperature field. The main limitation of this experiment was the impossibility 

of placing of all sensors under the same conditions, due to the complicated inner structure 

containing welded plates. Placing sensors close to those welded cross-sections gave a 
different picture then placing them at the inner surface of the simple hollow structure. 

On the X-beam, the y-gradient was measured in three different positions of the 

z-coordinate, as shown in figure 3.6. These three different positions show a different 

coefficient of the y-gradient also dependent on the heating level used. In figure 4.20 two 

different heating levels each with four gradient corresponding to z-position from figure 

3.6 are depicted. The highest gradient arose in the middle z-position of the X-beam in this 
experiment. The reason for this effect is mainly the direct radiation from the heating 

panels. The close projection of the panels to the radiated surface causes local temperature 
rise resulting in higher local gradients. In order to minimize these effects the heating 
panels were placed as far as possible from the surface which was directly radiated. For the 
input into the mOdel also the average gradient was calculated. 
The same was found for z-grad(y) on the X-beam, where the adjustment of the angle 

between the panels showed rather good results in the reduction of the z-gradient variation 

with y-position, see figure 4.21. Therefore the slanted configuration of the heating panels 
is preferable for the creation of a more stable temperature field with constant gradients. 

For the V-beam, the measured dependency of x-grad(y) showed very different values of 

the gradient from one cross-section to the other, figure 4.22. The maximum value read 

over 40°C/m. Such large thennal gradients cannot physically exist in the structure 

subjected to similar heat conditions as in the case of the X-beam. The corrupted results 

from this measurement are evidently caused by the limitation of the placement of the 

sensors, which was described in paragraph 4.5.3, figure 4.13. The steel box shielded one 

set of sensors from direct radiation, but on the other hand caused bad ventilation of 

accumulated heat. Therefore these sensors scanned very high temperatures of the heated 

inner air. The calculation of the gradient between these sensors and the sensors located on 

inner plate results in very high values. The low gradients at the end points of the Y -beam 

were caused by the created radiation field from the panels, which was not covering the 
whole length of the V-beam. 
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The conclusion from this measurement is that the shielding of the sensors by the steel box 

doesn't solve the problem of measuring distorted temperature values. Since time for the 

preliminaty experiments was limited, these measured values were nevertheless used as the 

input into the model. 

The measured dependency for z-grad(y), figure 4.23. shows rather constant characteristics, 

closer comparable with the characteristics of z-grad(x) on the X-beam. However. the 

measured gradient is also here a substitution of the actual gradient which could not be 

measured at the V-guides as already discussed in paragraph 4.5.4. This gradient was 

measured with all the sensors placed on the inner plate, the accumulated heat could have 

distorted the actual values also in this case. Nevertheless these gradient values were used 

as the input into the model, because of the limited time for additional tests. 

z-positions of Y-Gmdients: .. sl,--=s2;-.=s3;-=average gmdient 
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Figure 4.20 
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Dependency of y-grad(x) for different z-positions 

at two different heat levels. 
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y-positions of Z-Gradients: .. sl,-=s2;-.=s3;-=average gradient 
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Dependency of z-grad(x) for different y-positions 

at three different heat levels. 
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Figure 4.22 Dependency of x-grad(y). 
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Figure 4.23 Dependency of z-grad(y). 
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4.7.2 Result of xrz measurement 

In figure 4.24 a graphical interpretation of the thennal rotation measurement xrz is given. 

The results are presented as a relative measurement (the reference measurement is 

subtracted), and for the three different heating levels corresponding with an output current 

(power) of 5A (l.lkW), 7.5A (1.65kW) and lOA (2.2kW)of the regulator. At each heating 

level the final measurement is realized by three repetitions of a forward-backward 

measurement cycle. The deviation can be characterized by a smooth linear dependency on 

the x-position of the movement. The measurement is evidently not influenced by the 

periodic variation of the gradient value in the time which was found in the figure 4.19. 

This is valid for all perfonned measurements. 
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Figure 4.24 xrz measurement. 
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4.7.3 Result of xry measurement 

The resulting thennal deviations corresponding to three different heating levels are 

depicted in figure 4.25. The three different heating levels correspond with an output 

current (power) of 4A (O.88kW), SA (1.1kW) and 7.SA (1.65kW) of the regulator. 

Because the radiating panels were hanging close to the plastic cabin, the heat levels were 

taken a little lower as for the xrz measurement. On each heating level the final 

measurement is realized by three repetitions of a forward-backward measurement cycle. 

The deviation can be characterized by smooth linear dependency on the x-position of the 

movement. 
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Figure 4.25 xry measurement. 
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4.7.4 Result of yrz measurement 

The characteristic of the thennal rotational deviation measurement looks rather smooth 
and linear with the position at all three created heating levels. Therefore the temperature 
measurement method indicating the measured deformations seems to be incorrect, 
probably because of the bad placement of the sensors. In figure 4.26 the graph of the 
thermal rotation measurement yrz is shown. The results are presented as a relative 
measurement (reference measurement is subtracted). and for the three different heating 
levels corresponding with an output current (power) of SA (l.lkW), 7.5A (l.65kW) and 
lOA (2.2kW) of the regulator. At each heating level the final measurement is realized by 
three repetitions of a forward-backward measurement cycle. 
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Figure 4.26 yrz measurement. 
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4.7.S Result of yr.x measurement 

In figure 4.27 a graph of the thermal rotation measurement yr.x is shown. The results are 

presented as a relative measurement (reference measurement is subtracted), and for the 

three different heating levels corresponding with an output current (power) of 4A 

(O.88kW). SA (l.lkW) and 7.SA (1.65kW) of the regulator. At each heating level the final 

measurement is realized by three repetitions of a forward-backward measurement cycle. 
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Figure 4.27 yrx measurement. 
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5 COMPARISON OF TIlE PREDICTED AND MEASURED RESULTS 

In the next paragraphs comparisons between the measurements and calculations are made. 

After completion of all measurements and calculations. a final check on the correctness of 

thermal model is performed. 

5.1 Linear regression of the data 

Due to the quadratic curvature of the bend structure of the CMM. because of the 

assumption of constant thermal gradients, the angular dependency on the position is 

expected to be linear. Therefore a linear function was fitted through the set of data 

(rotational deviation versus position) from relevant experiments and calculations . 

... 
The approximated linear function y to data. describing the relation between the position x 

and deformation y is given by: 

(54) 

y the response variable: measured or calculated rotational deviations irj 

x the regressor: certain positions for the measured or calculated irj 

ao the absolute parameter of the regression line 

" 
a 1 the slope parameter of the regression line 

A general method of estimating the parameters of a regression line is by the method of 

least squares (Chatfield,83). 
A 

The parameter a1 expressing the slope of the regression line was calculated in this way 

and used for the purpose of comparing the measured and calculated data. Therefore the 
... " 

parameter 8 1 found from the calculated data was divided by parameter a
1 

found from the 

measurement data. The ratio obtained in this way is indicating the percentage of the 

(measured) deformation which can be explained by the model. The table in figure 5.1 are 

given these percentage results. The presented values are corresponding to three different 

heating levels during which the gradients of the structure reached the values in the range 

of 3 • 15 °C/m for the X-beam and 3 - 40 °C/m for the V-beam. The range of the resulting 

rotational deviations for these gradients is 0 - 150 IJfl1Im. From this table it can be seen 

that the X-beam rotational deviations can be successfully explained by the model. 
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type of 

heating 

Figure 5.1 

X-beam Y-beam 

experiment xrz xry yrz yrx 

level: 1 89% 101% 150% 213% 

2 100% 97% 137% 194% 

3 99% 100% 132% 165% 

Table of the prediction of the measurement data (rotational 

deviations) by the model in tenns of percentage 

The results for the Y-beam, however, fit not so well with the modelled results. The 

defonnations predicted by the model are to high for all heating levels. This is due to the 

high gradients which were calculated for the Y -beam (max 40°C/m for the Y -beam vs 

15°C/m for the X-beam). In paragraph 5.4 it will be explained that the gradients for the 

Y -beam are too big, because of erroneous temperature measurements. These errors are 

induced because of the impossibility to measure the temperatures causing the defonnation 

of the Y -guide. Furthennore the CMM under test was only available for a limited period 

of the time. So the measurements for the Y -beam could not be repeated with the different 

sensor configuration. 
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5.2 Analyses of the results for the X-beam 

As already shown in figure 5.1, the presented model is adequate to describe the 

deformations of the X-beam and therefore is useful. In order to find out whether the 

remaining differences between the measured and calculated values are caused by the 

model itself or by inaccuracies in the numerous measurements, the uncertainty of the 

measurements were determined and compared with the differences. 

5.2.1 Determination of the uncertainty of the measured results 

A 

Since the measured and the calculated data are compared by the slope parameter a l' the 

uncertainty of the measured data will be expressed as the variance of this parameter. The 

variance is derived as (Chatfield,S3): 

2 ~ylx 
S =----

8 1 2(x. - x:) 
(55) 

1 

s2 variance of the slope parameter of the regression line 
a} 

~ I X residual variance of given observations from a linear regression function: irj 
deviations versus positions 

x. certain positions of the observation during the measurement 
I 

x: mean value of x. 
I 

The sum of squared deviations of the observed points from the regression line is given by 

the residual sum of squares: 

(56) 

It can be shown that an unbiased estimate o;'x can be obtained by dividing this residual 

sum of the squares by n-2. where n is the number of the measurements. 

A A 2 
2(y·- ao - a1x.) S2 _ 1 I 

y'x- n-2 (57) 
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the denominator, n-2, shows that two degrees of freedom have been lost. This is because 
A A 

ao and a
1 

were estimated from the data. 
A 

In figures 5.2-5.7 the variance of the slope parameter a
1 

of the measured rotational 

deviations is depicted as an area between dashed lines. 

5.2.2 Determination of the uncertainty of the calculated results 

The calculated results are based on the values of the temperatures measured at certain 

points of the structure. The measurements of the temperature therefore introduce 

additional uncertainty to the model, which are not caused by the model itself. The 

determination of the standard deviation of the thermal gradient must precede the final 

standard deviation of the calculated rotational deviation. For the determination the same 

method is used for both cases. 

Standard deviation of the thermal gradient 

The thermal gradient is derived mathematically from equation (17). 

As an example the standard deviation for the thermal gradient c is performed: 

(58) 

The variance of the thermal gradient c is : 

(59) 

partial derivatives of the function f (T l' T 2' e y) 

The value of the gradient is found as a functional dependency on three variables as noted 

in the equation above. These three variables are obtained by measurements and their 

standard deviations are known (estimated). 

The standard deviations S:r . S:r of the calibrated thermal sensors were for the 
1 2 

measurement conditions ± o.osoe. 
The standard deviation S e for the determination of the length dimension e estimated 

y y 

from the adjustments of the sensors was dependent on the beam structure. In this case 

estimJ).ted to ± 0.0025 m. 
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The confidence interval for the gradient c can be described as: 

c ± 2Sc (95%) (60) 

In the figures 5.8-5.9 these confidential intervals are depicted as a bar in the points on the 

X-beam for which the gradients are calculated. 

Standard deviation of the calculated rotational deviation 

Determination of the standard deviation of the rotational deviation follows from the above 

described method for the gradient. An example of the calculation for the geometrical 

deviation xrz caused by thermal gradient c is derived here. The rotational deviation for 

one element is described by a function of three variables as was explained in chapter 3, 

eq.(24): 

xrz= - acx= f(a, c, x) (61) 

The variable x representing the length of the elements of the X-beam has a constant 

chosen value which is not influenced by the measurements. But it should be noted that the 

choice of the interval length x, i.e. the number of intervals in which the X-beam is 

divided, will influence the calculated deformations. However this is part of the model 

itself and as already mentioned before the aim of current calculation is to decide about the 

influence of the inaccuracies which are not part of the model. Therefore S = 0 . 
x 

The variance of the rotational deviation xrz is : 

partial derivatives of the function f (a, c) 

The standard deviation of the coefficient of expansion Sa = 1.1*10-6 °C-l. 

The standard deviation of the thermal gradient Sc was calculated above. 

The confidence interval of the rotation deviation xrz can be described as: 

xrz ± 2Sxrz (95%) 

(62) 

(63) 

In the figures 5.2-5.7 these confidence intervals are depicted as a bar in the points on the 

X-beam for which the rotational deviations are calculated. 
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5.3 Comparison of the measured and calculated values for the X-beam 

Figures 5.2 -5.7 show the rotational deviations of the X-beam for three heating levels, 

figures 5.2-5.4 show the rotational deviation xrz and the figures 5.5-5.7 the deviation xry. 

The calculated thermal gradients which were used as input data for the model are depicted 

in figures 5.8 and 5.9. 

All figures are showing both the measured values with the fitted least square lines and the 

calculated values also with the fitted lines. As already mentioned before also the 

confidential intervals, which indicate the part of the deformation due to the inaccuracy of 

the calculation of the gradients (bars) are shown. Finally the confidence interval in which 

the measured values are located are shown (dashed lines). 

All heating levels show a good prediction of the deformations by the model. Furthermore 

the position of the confidence intervals show, that the remaining differences between the 

measurements and the model can be explained by the inaccuracies in the measurements. 

So for this situation the model itself is accurate enough. The development of a more 

detailed model for the X-beam is only useful when the gradients can be determined more 

accurately. 

l00r-----~----~------~----~----~~--~ 

80 ....................... : ............................ ) .. 

40~··················· 

• measured values 
o calculated values 

600 800 

X·position on the X·beam [mm] 

1000 1200 

Figure 5.2: Rotational deviation xrz and the confidence intervals for the calculation 

and the measurement for heating level 1. 
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Figure 5.3: Rotational deviation xrz and the confidence intervals for the calculation 

and the measurement for heating level 2. 
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Figure 5.4: Rotational deviation xrz and the confidence intervals for the calculation 

and the measurement for heating level 3. 
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Figure 5.5: Rotational deviation xry and the confidence intervals for the calculation 

and the measurement for heating level 1. 
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Figure 5.6: Rotational deviation xry and the confidence intervals for the calculation 

and the measurement for heating level 2. 
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Figure 5.7: Rotational deviation xry and the confidence intervals for the calculation 

and the measurement for heating level 3. 
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Figure 5.8 

Figure 5.9 
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5.4 Comparison of the measured and calculated values for the V-beam 

The measured and calculated rotational deviations of the V -beam are plotted in figures 

5.10-5.11. Figure 5.10 is showing the results of the yrx deviation (deformation due to the 

z-gradient) and figure 5.11 of the yrz deviation (deformation due to the x-gradient). In 

both cases, again three heating levels were used. The dashed lines represent the 

calculation results (not averaged), the solid lines are the actual measurements. The 

calculated thermal gradients which were used as input data for the rotational deviation 

calculations are depicted in figures 4.22-4.23 in chapter 4. The figures 5.10-5.11 and 
" comparison of the slope parameter a1 in the table in figure 5.1. show that the calculated 

results and the measured results differ for the V-beam. As already mentioned in paragraph 

5.1 this is due to the fact that the gradients are estimated too high. In chapter 4 it is 

explained that the sensor configuration and heating conditions were very limited and 

therefore the scanned temperatures probably donlt represent correct input data into the 

model. Due to the construction of the CMM the temperatures could not be measured 

directly at the guides (the sensors on the guide would prevent the CMM from moving) as 

also pointed in chapter 4. Therefore the temperatures were measured at inside plate of the 

hollow construction which is supporting the guides. The temperatures, and also gradients 

calculated by these temperatures, were obviously not the same as the actual temperatures 

and gradients causing the bending of the guides. Beside this fact, also the method of the 

heating has been of influence. In some parts of the machine the air temperature has 

reached higher values than the local machine temperature. The temperature sensors, which 

were connected at the CMM in those places, were also heated by the air and by this 

indicating probably wrong temperatures. 

Figures 4.22-4.23 representing the gradients, x-grad(y), z-grad(y), also indicate erroneous 

temperature measurements, because the gradients shown are not constant. Since a similar 

beam construction as V-beam, namely X-beam, under similar heating conditions, does 

show a relatively constant gradient. it is unlikely that there will be such a different 

temperature field in the V-beam. 

To overcome these problems for the V -beam there are some possible solutions: 

1. The temperatures should be measured at or in the V-guides themselves to 

perform the measurement in the same way as for X-beam. Measuring at a 

Y -guide will constrain the CMM from moving, which means that the 

measurements of the deformations cannot be performed by the CMM itself. 

However this leads to the major disadvantage of this measurement. Such a 

measurement setup cannot measure the influence of the movement'shielding on 

the local beam temperature field. 
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2. Measuring at the Y-guide or Y-support would be preferable, but this means that 

changes in the concept of the design of the machine itself have to be made. The 

possible access into the inner structure and placement sensors at the inner surface 

of the guides or Y -supports should be included in the new concept of the 

machine design. 

3. When there is no access into the inner structure made, the relation between the 

actual temperatures of the Y-guides ,Y-supports and temperatures of the inner 

trunk plate of Y-support should be examined (theoretically or experimentally). 

By this the gradients in the Y -guides might be determined more accurately from 

the measured temperatures in the inner trunk plate of Y-supporting construction. 

However, this would make a relative simple model rather complicated. 
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Figure 5.10 Rotational deviation yrx, calculation and the measurement for 

three heat levels. 
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Figure: 5.11 Rotational deviation yrz, calculation and the measurement for the 

three heat levels. 
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5.5 Senscx reduction for the X-beam 

Reduction of the number of sensors is limited by the deviation of the temperature 

distribution from a linear distribution field. So at first. it has to be proven that the 

temperature field in the CMM is linear in practice. 

In the ideal case, such a temperature field holds three constant thenna! gradients and each 

of them can be measured by two sensors positioned in the direction of dependency of the 

gradient. Therefore in such a case only three sensors are enough to indicate the constant 

value of two gradients influencing the angular defonnation of one beam. This ideal 

configuration is depicted in figure 5.12. 

CROSS-SECTION 

. 
~. 

x 

Figure 5.12 Reduced sensor configuration in one cross-section for a linear 

temperature distribution field on the X-beam. 

In the experiments of the temperature distribution field. paragraph 4.7.1, the dependencies 

y-grad(z) resp. z-grad(y) were measured for the X-beam. The measurements were 

perfonned for three different y resp. z positions. figure 3.6. The best results for the 

prediction of rotational deviations were found when for the input data of the model were 

taken the gradient measured in the middle position s=3, see figure 4.21, figure 3.6. It can 

be concluded from these experimental experiences that the middle (s=3) y. resp. z position 

in the cross-section of the X-beam gives the most actual temperature values for the model 

input. Therefore it is advisable to use four sensors placed in these middle positions in the 

cross-section, as depicted in figure 5.13. instead of three sensors. 
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A decision about the number of necessary measurement cross-sections in the X-beam is 

dependent on the accuracy demand of the deviation prediction. From this demand could 

be drawn the requirement on the accuracy of the gradient and experimentally estimated 

the number of the cross-sections and the sampling time for the gradient determination. 

It can be seen from the measurements which were performed. that two sensors would be 

enough to predict closely the measured value of the rotational deviation but with higher 

inaccuracy. an example from one of the measurements xrz at the end position x::: 920 

mm: 

- the measured deviation: xrz ::: 36 ± O.B ,mt/m 

- the calculated deviation(by five cross-sections, see figure 4.10 ): 

xrz ::: 33 ± 6.6 /lm/m 

- the calculated deviation(by two sensors in the middle cross-section, see figure 4.10 ): 

xrz = 33 ± 14.5/-lm/m 

x 

Figure 5.13 Advised. reduced sensor configuration in one cross-section for a 

linear temperature distribution field. 
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6 CONCLUSIONS 

The model presented in this report showed good results for the prediction of rotational 

deviations on the X-beam exposed to a linear distribution field. The model was tested for 

thermal gradients in the range of 3 - 15 °Clm. Even if the gradients measured at different 

positions of the structure didn't match with each other, the beam bend smoothly and the 

rotational deviation had a linear dependency on the position of the measuring probe. The 

range of the rotational deviations during the measurement was 0 - 150 IJIll/m. 

The results from the corresponding mechanical behaviour of the X-beam showed. that the 

X-beam bends according to a mean constant gradient and additional internal heat sources 

of the CMM (described in chapter 2), have probably only a minor influence on the 

deviation characteristic in the range of the presented thermal gradients. 

For the Y -beams, however, there are relatively big differences between the measured and 

calculated deviations. The calculated results are about a factor 2 higher than the measured 

results. These differences are due to the incorrect calculation of the gradient, caused by 

the erroneous temperature data measurement. This leads to incorrect input data into the 

model. Since the model is useful for the X-beam, it should be investigated why the results 

for the Y -beam are a bit disappointing. As already pointed out before. the temperature 

data was unreliable, therefore a lot of attention should be paid to measurements of the 

temperature distribution field of the Y -beam. In order to make the model also useful for 

the predictions of both Y -beam deviations there are some principle solutions: 

The model has to be extended in such a way that the gradients in Y -guides and 

Y -supports can be converted from the temperatures in the points of the Y -beam 

which are "easy" to measure. 

The temperatures of the Y -guides or Y -supports themselves have to be measured. 

This leads to a change in the concept of the design of the Y -beams. The possible 

access into the inner structure and the placement of temperature sensors at the 

inner surface in the same way as for the X-beam should be made. 

The measuring set-up has to be changed: 

The use of different temperature sensors, which are smaller size than currently 

used Pt-l00 and can be screwed into the Y-beam structure itself. see figure 6.1. 

For such a placement of temperature sensor small holes should be drilled in the 

side of the Y-beam. 
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The model and the measurements could be also converted from the temperature 

inputs into the strain inputs. An investigation whether the strain measurement 

performed by the strain gages get better results of deviation prediction can be 

examined. 

/ Y-GUIDE TEMPERATURE SENSOR 

~~~= ___ SENSOR LOCATIONS 

...- Y-BEAM 

Figure 6.1 Advised construction of the t~mperature sensors and possible 

mounting onto the Y-beam 

From the positive results on the X-beam and also the results on Y-beam general 

conclusions about the conditions under which the model is valid can be drawn. The most 

important for a successful application of the model are correct input data. Therefore two 

conditions must be fulfilled for the use of the model in practice: 

1) the temperature field in the machine must be linear; 

2) the placement of the sensors must be chosen at positions which can guarantee the 

correct reading of the temperatures which cause the bending effect. 

At the moment there is no knowledge about the use of the model for non linear 

temperature fields. Therefore, as a recommendation for the further research. the real 

temperature field of the CMM placed on the work-shop floor should be tested to give 

direction for further research. The question about the range of the real thermal gradients 

and whether they are constant non constant should be answered. 

The presented model should be tested for different circumstances of the heating and also 

for a different magnitude of gradients, probably smaller than what was measured in this 

research. 
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When there is sufficient know how about the validity of the model and the practical 

temperature situations in which CMMs are operating, software correction for the thermal 

deformations can be applied based on this model. In order to make software correction 

economically interesting. only a small number of temperature sensors should be applied. 
Therefore it is important to reduce the number of sensors. There should be more extended 

research about possibilities for the reduction of the number of sensors. 

When the assumptions of a linear temperature distribution field turns out to be valid. also 

under practical working conditions. there are good possibilities for sensor reduction as 

discussed in paragraph 5.5 for the X-beam. For measurement of three constant gradients 

only four sensors per beam may be enough. three of them positioned as depicted on the 

figure 5.12 and one extra in x-direction. Dependent on the required accuracy more sets of 

sensors may be applied. 

For the further research the special temperature sensors should be developed which can be 

screwed on the outside surface of the beams. but which do not suffer from direct 

radiation. Making the sensors mountable from the outside also makes the software 

correction possible for already existing systems, easier to assemble and service. 
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constant due to the uniform temperature distribution field 

(constant expansion) 
parameters of regression line 

constant temperature gradients due to the nonuniform temperature 

distribution field (linear expansion) 

gradient matrix 

integration constants 

dimension of the elements 

Young's modulus 
functions 

differentiations of the functions fo' fl' f2 

shear modulus 

rotational deviation of the structure 

translation deviation of the structure 

number of the element 

resistance 
standard deviation 

temperature 
time 

axes of the deformation field in x. y and z direction 

matrices of angular thermal deformation 

axes of coordinate system of the structure, axes of the temperature 

distribution field 
regression line 

coefficient of thermal expansion of the CMM 

angle of the carriage on the X-beam 

strain matrix 

strain components (shear, normal) 

stress matrix 

stress components (shear, normal) 

Lame constants 

Poisson's ratio 
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Appendix I: 

Graphical representation of the sensor calibration measurement 
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Heating cycle before the calibration 
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Appendix U: 

Example of the programs for the modelling: 

ZGRYX1.M calculation of z-gradient 

PRYX1.M 

FRYX1.M 

calculation of yrx deviation and comparison with the yrx measurement 

fitting linear regression line through the calculated and measured data 

and the calculation of the parameters of the regression line. 
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, _H(·.ts ',_H, 
, ..,.l(('ltpp3lO ',_.' I. lop'», -, 

_ ".adll ".ld11, 

• • CIICIIlate I-Gr.di.,t ".ad21(""dienU f_ 1. bNling 1 ..... 1) , 
for i • 9:1 :13, 
"ad21 (:.i-a) • IU(I,hU, - U(,.I) - (t1(:.1+14) - t1l:.I)))llIO'>1000: 
plot(b(:, I) ,,,.1d21 (I,i-el); 

• _ • optinlf«('".Id21t,'I,!-ell 
tltle(('l-_ cr __ Ucn-"P-9I1d2l', 10tbtrU-e)')l: 
alabel({'UIIe (al']); 
rlabell{'I-Grodlent ("..d21) (0II1./t_]')), 

, _l([· ... U' ,_)11 
, _l(('ltppJU ',_,' I. lop')), -, 

- ".0<121 ".1d21: , 
• cal ... late I-Grldlent lliddl., ".1dl1(".ldlenU f_ 1. belting l ..... ll , 

".1dl1(:,:) • ,radll(:,:l; 
clear vad31; 
.".ld31(:,I) .(U(:,e) - U(:,1) - (t1("a) - tl(:.I»)/180~IQQO; 
,,10)1(:,2) .(U(:,22) - U(.,15) - (t1(:,22) - tl(.,15)))/180.1000; 
".Ol1(:,3) '(U(:,2S) - UI.,21) - (11(:,28) - tH:,21)))I1S0~1000; 
".ad31(:,41 .CUC:,H) • UC:,') - (t1(:,H) - t1(.,7)))/110.1000; 
".1031(, ,5) "9rlO31(:,4); 
.. ". '1t1031 ".00311 

for 1 • 1:1:4, 
plot (b(:, 1).9roIi31 (:,il); 

, _ • oplifttf(['".ldll"'I,!); 
Utle(('I-_ croa.-ucticn-lliddl_.031' , lDI2atrUl')1I 
~l([·tille[.l'll; 
,!,label(( ·I-Grad.lent (".Idll) [Cell/lli 'J); 

.. _l1(· ... t. ',-1l1 
, _lI('ltpp3U ',_.' I. lop')); 

end; , 
, ........ ,radlent ."..tl (f .... 1.bNUng 1 ..... 1) , 

for I • 1:1:4, 
.,rlo1(:,I) '(".ldl1(:,I)+,'ldlH:,\) • ".1031(:,1»/3, 
.".adl(:,S) • (,1&dl1(:,S) • ,ro<l21(:,~»/2; 

end: 
..,.., .".ad1 .gnd1; 

for i • 1:1:5, 
plotCb(!, 1) ,.cadl' (:.1),': # ,be:, 1) t9rad21 (:,1', '0' .b(:. " .,ra431 (:,1), '--',t. 

C:, 1) ,~radl h,i} t '."'; 
, _ •• printf('l".1II1tg"),!), 

UU.,(['X-_ Ct_ .. ucUOIO •••• ."..dll,_ "0<121,--."..031,-.. ,,.odl·)); 
alabel ({'U"'II)'Il; 
,label (( '_lIIient [OIIle/.)·)); 

, _ll1_U ',-H, 
, _H('ltpp3lO '._,' I. lop'))1 

w: , 
, start to load dati f_ tbe HCOIICI bNUng 1 ..... 1 0b2 , 

, 
load ryslb2. 
c • ryxlh2: 
olear U; 
U • cl:.6:3311 

, _lite ,-Grad .... t "ad12(9fad.\eftt1 frlIa 2.bNting 1_1) , 
for I • 2:1,6, 
.".ad1a("i-1) ·(t21,.h14) - U(:.il - (tl(:.1+H) - tll:.1)))/1I0*Ioo0; 
plotlc("1).,,ld121:,.-1);< < 

, _. aprintf{('"ad12,,'I,i-ll; 
Utle«'I ___ U_low-9T1II12', iDtbtr(1-1)')1I 
~l(('U .. (1)']11 
ylabel« 'I-Grldient (,rao12) (0II1,'al'I ); 

, _lI(·.u '.-l); 
, _l(('ltpp386 '._.' I. lop')); -; 

.... ".lcl12 ,rad12; 

for I • t:l,13, 
"adU(:,i-') • (U(:.i+14) - U(:.II - Itll:.1+14) - 11(:.11))1180*1000; 
plotlc(,.1l.".0<I221:.I-I)); 

, _ • opr1Dtf(('9lod22,,'].I-a); 
Utle!('lI-___ 1011 ...... 0<122'. iDthtr(I-el')II 
alabelll'tiBe (s)'ll; 
rlabelWZ-Gradlent (,radU) 10111./11] 'I); 

.. _l((·.tI '._lJ; 
, _l(('lgppl86 '._.' I. lop'1l1 w, 

...... "adU ".0<122; , -85-

• ",l ... l.t .. I-Gradient lliddle ".IOl2 • ".adJ2C:.:) • ".ed22(:,,); 
01u.r "..Ol2; 
".1032( •• 1) -(UI:." - 12(:,1) .. (t1( •• ') - tl(.,1»)/1'0~1DOO; 
".adJ2(:.2) '(U(:,22) • U(:,15) • (t1C:.22) - tl(:,15)))flao'1000; 
"..Ol2(:,) '(U(.,H) - U(,.21) - (t1(.,H) - t1(:,21»))/11O'>1000, 
"..032(:,4) 'CU{:,H) - 12(,.7) - (tI(:,14) - tH:.7»))f18O*1oo0; 
".IOl2(,,5) .".1dl2(:,4); 
.... ".adJ2 ".1032; 

for I. • 1:1.4. 
plot ((>(0 , ll,,,.1dl2(:,I.», 
_ • aprintf(['"adJ2,,'I,il; 

Utle(I'I-_ crou_Ucn"';adl_adJ2', iotbtr(!)'ll, 
1I1abe)(['tiBelo)']) • 
ylabel(['I-Grad;""t ,,,.1dl2) lcell,.),]); 
tmH!'.u '._), 

, .... l((·ltpp386 ',_,' 1./op'J); 
w; , 

• _. 9fad.\eftt .".ldl • for I. • 1:1:4, 
.".ldl( •• 11 -(".lcl12(:.1).ed22(:,l) • "adJ2{:,ll)f3. 
.".0<12(:,5) • C".ad12("S) • ".0<1221:.5»/2, 
w; 
- e9fod2 .".0<12; for i • 111.5. 
,lotlo[:, 1) ,,,.111111:.11,':' .0(:,11 .9f0d22(: ,1). '0' ,c(, .1) ,9f0d32I:,l). '--' ,0 

II .11,.".0<12(0.11. "'); 
• _ • aprl.otf(('ngrad2tt'),il: 

til1e«('I-___ 1011 .... """"12._ ".adU • .....,.-.dJZ • ....,....u·I): 
:llabel(['tiBe[')')) ; 
rlabeHI'I-Gtad.Ient (celaho] 'Il; 

• .... l(! .. tI ',_J); 
• ftIIlWltpplIO '._,' ,. lop'lll 
w; 

• , .tart to loId dati f_ the third beating 1_1 Db] , 

• 

10ld rysl h3. 
d • ryslb3; 
elu.r U; 
U.d(,.6,]3)1 

• ...... I.t. 1-Gtad.I ... t ,,11113 • for i • 2:1 :6, 
"od13l:,l-1) ·[t2("I.+H) .. 12(:,11 .. (tH:.1+H) - t1(,.I»)){11O'>1ooD, 
ploHd!., I) .,,'013(: ,i-I), 
_ • oprintf(('".ld,,13'),I-1); 
title(['l..- croe.-aeetiOll-IOOf-9rad13·. iDt2atrU-1) 'Ill 
Jtlabel(['U ... (al'J); 
ylabel (('I-Grad.leot '"acl13) [Cell/_) '», 
_lI('.u ' ...... ll. 

, _IU'lgpp386 ',_,' 1./op')1 
end; 

.... ".ld13 ,radll; 

.... I.t. I-Gradient gred23 

for I • 9:"ll, 
,,1d2H:,I-e) • (t2(,.1+H) - 12(:,1) - (t1(,,1<14) - tH,.1)))/18O*1000. 

plotld(:, 1I"t.dll!:,!-e»; 
...... oprl.ntft(·9radlJ"'I,!-I); 

U tlet( '1-_ cr_-_ticn-lJlHJ1"ldl3', !"t2at.U-e)·)); 
alabel(('U .. (.1')). 
ylabel(( 'I-Grad.l""t (OIIlaf"I')); 

, _lI{·.ta ',_Il, 
• .... lI{·ltppl86 '._,' I. fop')11 

...0; 
_ ".ed23 ".0<123; 

• • ""I011l1t. I-Grad.lent siddle ".IOl3 • ".IOl3( •• :) • ".ldl3(:,:): 
clear ".IOl31 
"..Ol1(.,1) .tU(:.8) - 12(1,1) - 1t1(:,1) - t1l:,l)))1I8O*1000; 
".0033(:,2) ·(U(I,22) - t2t,,15) - (t1(:,22) - t1(:,15»)/l80*1000, 
gtOOl)!,,]) '(12(:,281 - 12(:,21) • (t1(:.211 • t1l.,21»)/l10*1000, 
".adJ3(:,4) .(t2(,,14) - 12(,.,) - (tll:.14) - t1(.,7»))/18O*1000, 
".IOl3(:,5) .".1dl](:.4) • 
...... ,radJ3 ".adJ3: 

for I • 1:1:4, 
plotld(:,I).".Idl3(:.UI: 

_ •• prifttf((·"IdlJ"'I.!), 
Utle(['l-_ crou-aeoticn"';ddl8-!irad3], • 1.tbtrU)·J)1 
llabel(('tiBe[s] 'J), 
ylabelW_ad.Ient (Cel""]'I), 
_HI·.t. ',_Il; 

, _1(('ltppU6 ',_.' I. 'op')). w; , 
, ... .ra.,. "ldieDt 1"'91'103 , 

for i - 1:1: •• 
.".adJ(:,U o,,,adll(:.U.0<I23(:,1l • 9fad3!("ll)/ll 
.".ldlh,5) • ,,,adll(:.5) + ,r0<l23(,,5))/2, w, 
- e9fod2 I9l'IdlI fot I • 1,1:5. 
ploUI!(:.l1.".adl3(:,I), ':' .d(:.1l,9lod231:.1l, '0' ,d(:,11 ,9f0d3)(:,i) , '--' ,d 

(O.ll.I9l'Idl(:,il, '-'); 
, _ • aprifttf(('ngradJ"'l.Ul 

Utle(['X-__ -HCt1011 •••• """"13._ ".0<I23,...,.adJ3._.Ol·I) , 
alabell!'Uaels] ')1; 
rlabell!'l-Grad.l..,t (Cell/ll}']): 

, ev.!((· ... tI '._Il, 
, _l(('ltpp3lO '._.' I. 'op']); 

end; 

• , 
, ella. of the ".ad.leot ...........,." ... the ....,. of rouU~ lID error 
, l_r _ding of rotitillllll error -,....,..,iHUcn of dota f .... .ref ........ and , bNling 1_1 __ ts , 

roU",) • 0.(;,5) -1(:,5»); 
IOt1-rot, 
_ rotl rotl, 
bl·b; 
.... blI11' 

clu.r rot, 
rot[.,:) • (e(:.s) -0( •• 5»; 
roU-rot; 
.. \Ie roU roU, 
b2-c. 
.. \Ie b2 112; 

rote:,:) • (cU •• s) -0(0,5)1; 
",ron-rot: 
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Mft roU rotli 
bl-d; 
... "" bl bl; 

ploti.., the ..-lcul,ted depeacIoncy of lIJI'I OIl "_IUon(o("m 

plot (01 (: ,2) ..... tl (:. :).b2(:.2) .... 12(:, :),b3t:,2) , .... U(:,,)); 
DIlle - .prIDIUI'In')): 

9fld: 
Utlet'llY" error 10-07·'1'), 
11ahe1('pooll1 .... on the 1-_ [ .. 1'1: 
ylaheH'IIY" error (!I1c"-len/llOter)'): 
_l(('.ta ',DIIIO}); 
IV,HI'lgppU6 ' ....... ' I. 1.'11: 

-86-
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, 'lbu plOfl'''' prediCts. lOtaUCIIlI errors IlYll' 
, of .1-_ f_ tbe ral.U ... _ .... .."t of tbe 
• teIIpe.r.t_ of S c_s-._1OIII of the 1.-_ • • .-l"",lation of the t...,..t .... data ioto ... ..n .... u u /loDe i. the proqrlll 
• lIfI'YSl •• • , ClIClUl.Uon for the _1 __ t i.t.",.l. 00 the _.'. pooltlon • --------fi ... _u_t croos_U_-------------• • .tart to lOla daU 

.lpha • 11 .. 6; 
'-10.39.0.21,0. 24S,O.211S,O .28251; 
.,.[0 140 tlO 655 aU.5 11151; "'''''''''" .... " ....... " .... "" .. ,,, .. ,'''', .... ,, .... ,,, .... ,,'''''''''''' .. ,," 

'"'''''''"'''"'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''" .. ,''''''' , I'DS'l' IIIII'!'DIG LIIVEL 

• 
• GrUll in- IIIIIYlI,.1I , 

lo.acl ... ad11 ... t 
ell .... adll; 

I 
• calculate rotatiCllll error • for i • 1:1,5. 

""l1h.U • alpba*clU:.U·(-ah,illl -, • , _U .... of tbe rotational error , 

, 

...... 11(:.11 • ",,111:,11; 

...... 11(:.2) - ",,11(:.2) • """'1(:,'11 
...... 11(:,)) - ""'1(:,) • """'1(:,2): 
"""'1(:,.) • ""'1(:,4) • """"(:,)); 
_'1(:,5) • ",,11(,,5) • _111".); 
.....,11 ("tl- .1pha*cl1(:,lI*(-0.2S); 

, t ... laU .... lrotatioo) of tbe .,.._ ori,i. 
, iDto • raal _ ....... 1 .IlIllUoo , 

• , 
'Gr&d21 fr .... lIIIIy,1.M , 

lOld .... d21 ... t 
c21 .... &d21; , 

, cdculate lOtUiClllI error , 
for i • 1:1:5, 

"P21 (:,il •• lpha-ell (:.U"(-s(:,i)): 
ODd; 

• t ._tion of tbe roleti_l error , 

, 

.,...,1(:.1) • "1'21(:.1): 

.,...,'(:.2) • vp21(:,2)'vp21(:,l)1 
wp211:,l) - vp21{:,3) • .....,21 (:,2): 
wp211:.4) • "1'21(:,.) • wp21(:,3) 1 
wp2H:,5) • vp21(:,5) • 'ftIp21(:,411 
.,...,1(:.6) •• lpha-c21 (:.1)-(-0.2511 

• t .... laUCIII (rota tion) of tbe .,..t. oriqin , into a _1 __ t lituaUen , 
wpr2H:,:) • __ 2H:,:)*10'(6), 

for i • 1:1:', 
wp121(:,i) • wpr21(;.I) - "",,'21(:,6); -, 

, 

YftIIb21 (: ,,, __ ,'1 ('.')' 
-YftIIb21 (: ,2) __ ,211: ,,, 1 
YftIIbll (:.3)-.....,.21 (:,2l; 
¥llpb21 1:,4)'wpt21 (:,3); 
¥llpb21(,.$) __ t21 (. ,'II 
¥llpb21I:,f) __ t21 (:,5): 

""I't21(:.:) _1¥IIpb21); 

, Grul31 t... 1IGIIf$1.1I , 
load ... uI31 ... t 
031 .... uI31; , 

, .l"",late rotational _or , 
, 

for i • hl:S, 
"P311:,I) aalpha*031 (:.1)*(-"(:.111; 

oneI, 

, _tion of the lOtaUCIIIll error , 

, 

.,...,11:,1) • vp3H:,I); 
wp31(:,2) • "1'31(:.2)...,31(,.111 
wp31(,.3) • "1'311:,) • .....,3H •• 2); 
_)1(:.4) • "P31(.,4) • \/IIp3H:,l); 
.... p31(:.S) • "P311:,5) • wp31{:.4): 
.....,)1 (:,t) • alpba-031(.,,,*(.O.2!), 

, U_l.Uen(rotaUon) of tbe .,.._ orlqin 
, into. _1 _t .itllltion , 

wpr311:.:) • ..,...,11:.:'*10"(6); 
for i- 1.':6, 
~311I,i) ........ )1(:.il ........ 3111.6); 

oneI, 
YftIIb)1I •• 1I __ t31 (: ,6) I 
YftIIb31 (: .2' __ 131 (: ,1) I 
1IIIpbll h.3) __ t31 (:.2'; 
YftIIb31 (:,') __ tll (1,3); 
YftIIb31 (: ,S'owpUl (:.'); 
YftIIb31 I: ,6) __ Ul 1:.511 
~11(:.:) ..... 1'IIlpb31)' , 

'lo.acl GrHawl f .... IIIIIpl.11 , 
lo.acl .... Ul ... t; 

-87-

, 
, calculate rotational error 
I 

, 
for i • 1:1:$. 
",,11:,1) • alpha"eH:,i)*!-.(:,I»), 

oneil 

, __ Hen of tbe roleUCIIIll error , 

, 

..... H'.". ",,1(:.1); 

..... H:.2) • "1'1(:,2) • wpl0,1), 

.....,H:.3) • vpH:,3) ...... 1( •• 21; 
\/IIp1(:,4) • ¥pH:,.) • .....,H:,3); 
.....,1{;,5) • "1'1(:,5) + wpH;,4); 
....." (:,6) • alpha*cH: ,1)"(-0.25) I 

, tnDal.Uon(rctaUoo) of tbe .,.._ orlqio 
, i.to • _1 _ ....... t .ituation , 

wpr1{;.:) • __ H:,:)*10'(6), 
for i '1:1:6, 
_'H:,i) • _"1{:.il - _r1(:.61; 

oneil 
YftIIb1 l:.l)..,...tH,,6); 
YftIIb1 ( •• 2)..,...lH •• l), 
YftIIbI (: .3)"""Pt H: ,2), 
'fIIPbl I: .U..,...t1 (:.311 
'fIIPbl (: .5)..,..." (:.411 
'fIIPbH: .6)..,...ll (:,5); 
_tH,.:) • _1'fIIPbl); .. ,,"""'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' """ "'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' , DCXIID IIIIITDIG LIIVEL 

, 
, Gt'ad12 t... 1IGIIf$1 •• , 

load ... &d12 ... t 
«012 • ,,&d12; , 

, calwlate rotaUCIIIlI error , 

• 
for i • ",,5, 
",,12(: ,i) .. lpha"eU(, ,i)"(-.(: ,1)); 

oneI; 

, _UCIII of the rotaU_l ertor , 

, 

..,pI2(:," • vp12(:,ll1 
"'pll(:,l) - ",,12(,,2) .. wp12(:,lI; 
wp12(:.3) • "1'12(:.3) • .....,12(:,2); 
.....,12(:,4) • ¥p121:,4) ...... ,2('.3); 
.....,'2(:.5) • "1'12(:.5) • \/IIp12("CJ; 
\/IIp12(:."- alpha'e12 (: ,""(-0.25); 

, tl ... lIU",,(rotation) of tbe .,..t. ori,i. 
, i.to • _1 __ t sUuatiCIII , 

.....,r12(:,:) • -wp12(:.:)·10'(6); 
tbacA to tbe lIi...--tero; orientation of tbe .-dir 

for I • 1:1:6, 
_t12(.,I) • '"'PlU(,.i) - .....,,12(:,6); 

ODd; 

, , 

911pb12(: ,I )-vnpt12 ( :,6); 
'fIIPb12(: ,'I_pt 12 (:,1); 
911pb12(: .3)_pt 12(: .2): 
VDpb12(:,4) __ t12 (: ,3): 
911pb12(: ,5)_ptI2(: ,4); 
mpb12(: ,6) __ t121: ,5): 
_tlZ_(mpb12) : 

, Gr&d22 flQll 1IGIIf$1.M , 
load .... d22 ... t 
c22 ..... d22: , 

, Ollcul.te rotaUCIIll error , 
for i • 1:1:5, 

, 
"1'22(:,1) .. lpha-c22(:,i)-(-"(:.i»; 

and; 

, __ Hoc> of tbe rotati_l error , 

, 

wp22(:,l) - vp22(,,1): 
.....,22(:.2) • vp22(:,2)tvp22(:.1)J 
'ftIp22Ct,l) • "1'22(:.3) .. \/IIp22(:.2): 
'ftIp22(: •• ) • vp22(:,4) • wp22(,,3), 
.....,22(:,5) • vp22(:,5) • .....,22(:,4); 
wp22{: .6) • alpha*C22(:.1 ).(-0.2S); 

, tnDalaU""llOtaU",,) of tbe .,.._ or19io 
, toto. _1 -...ot .lt11ltion 

• ....... 22(:.1) • -wp2l(:.:)*10'(6): 
for I • ",,6. 

_t22(:,11 ........ 21(:.1.) ........ 22(:.511 
oneI; 

¥llpb22(:,I)..,...U2(:,5); 
¥llpb22(:.2)owptU{:.1): 
mpb22( 1,3)..,...t22 1:,2); 
¥llpb22(:,4)..,...t22(:,3); 
911pb22 (:.5)..,...122 (: ,4) I 
mpbl2(:.6)..,...t2'C:.5); 
wpU2(:.:) _(mpb22): 

• , Grad» flQll IIIIIpl.11 , 
load ,,&d2l ... t 
e32 oqrad»; , 

, Ollculate rotaU_l error , 

, 
for i • ",:5. 
vp12(:,il • alpha*o32(:.U"(·z(:,I»; 

oneI; 

• _tion of tbe lOtati_l error , 

, 

.....,32(:,11 • ""U(:,I); 
"'1'32(:,2) • vp321:,2)+vp321:,1); 
_32(,,3) • ""n!:.,) .. vnp321:.2): 
_32(:,4) • "P32(:,4) .. _32(:,3); 
.....,32(:.5) • vp32!:,5) • .,...,2(,.4)'1 
.,...,2(:,6) • alpha"ell(:,1)"(-O.2!); 

, tl ... luion(rotatien) of tbe .,..t. oriqi. 
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, 111to a _1 -..r_t .it ... Uon , 

"'pd2(:,:) ........ 12(:.:)*10·(51: 
for il\ 1:1:-6, 
...,1321:.1) • ...,r)2(:,11 • """d2(:,6): -: 

• 

""IIb32(:.ll"""llU2(:,6)1 
""IIb32C:,2)"""IIU2(:,I) : 
""IIb32(:.1)"""IIU2 (:.21: 
""IIb32(:.4I"""llU2(:,): 
""IIb32(:.5)."""t32(:.4)1 
""IIb32C:,""""IIU2(:.5): 
...,t121:,:)' _1""IIb}2): 

'load Cradne2 f __ pl.N , 
, load .... 042 ... 11 

CZ .. "ad2: 

, 0I1001ota rotational IIffor , 
, 

for i • 1:1:5. 
"P2h.U • 10"(-6)·n.5*c2(:,I)·(·.(:.I)I. _I 

• _U.., of tbe rotaUonal error • 

• 

"",,2(:,11 • 9p2(:,I). 
wp2l:,2) • 9p2(:,2) • wp2(:,I): 
wp21:,l) • vpZ(:.3) • wp2(:'211 
wp2(:,') • 9p2(:.4) + wp2(:,3): 
wp2(:.5) - 'lP2(:.5) + ""P2(:.')1 
'"'1'2(:,6) .. lpha*CZI:. "·{·0.25)I 

, tr_lat1011{rotaUon) of tbe .,.t. orl91a 
• lato a _1 _t .H .. tion , 

"""f2(:.:1 ........ 2(:.:).10"16>: 
for I .1: h6. 
wpt2(:.I) • 'lllpf2(:.il • """,2(:.6): -: ""Pb2(:.1I"""IIt2(:.6). 
9Dpb2(:.2)"""IIU(:,1): 
""IIb2(:.3)*9DpU(:.2): 
""IIb2(: .4)*'IIIIpU(:.3): 
""Pb2(: ,5)"""IIt2(: ,4); 
""IIb2(:.')"""II12(:.5); 
"""UI:.:) • _(YIlpb2); 

.. ,,''''''"''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''"'' """ """'"'''''''''''''''''''''".,,''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' • 'IIllRll 1ll!A1111G !.EV£L , 
, Gradll tr ... _yxl.N , 

load "ldU ... , 
013 • "ad13; , 

• oalc:ullte rotational error 
a 

for 1 • 1:1:5. 
'lP1l(:.il -alpha*cU(: .1)'(·.(:.1»: -. , 

, ._Uon of tile rotational error , 

, 

wpl](:.l)' vpl3(:.l): 
"",,1](:.2) • vp13(:.2) • vnpU(:.l); 
"",,13(:.]) • vpU(:.3) • "",,13(:.2); 
"",,13(:.4) • 'lPU(:.4) • ""P1l(:.]); 
""P13(:,5) • 'lPU(:,5) • "",,1H:.4): 
"",,11(:.6)' alpha"cll (:.1 )0(-0.25); 

: ;~;:!.;~(=!!:!"~f .~~~r~. orlVi" , 
"""r1)(:,:) ........ 13(:.:) .. 10·(6): 

.... 010. to tile llic ..... tera; orientation of the .-tir 
for! • ""6. 
"",,11H:.!) • 'llllpf13(:.!) • ""PrU(:.6); 

w: 

, , 

91111b1l(:. 1) .... 1"1)(:.6) I 
91111b13(: .2,*'IIIIp' 1) (:.1); 
""IIb13(:.1)"""II'13(:.2); 
911p1>1)(:.4)"""11'13(:.3': 
911p1>13(: .5) .... pt13(:.4): 
91111b1l(:.6) .... pt13(: .5); 
"",,113_(9IIIIb13l ; 

, Grad23 f_ 1GRyx1.11 , 
, load "ad21 ... t 

CZl.,.ad21: 

, cdoulate rotational error 
a 
for I • 1:1:5. 

9p23(:.il • alpha·CZH:.ll*(,s",i»I -: , 
, _tion of tile rotational error , 

, 

'""P2l ( : • II • 9p2H:, 1) • 
• 31:.2) • vp23(:.2)+wp23!:.1l: 
wp21(:.Jl • 'lP23(:,3) • "",,23(:.2): 
wp23{:,4l • vpZl(:.') • wp23(:.31; 
9Dp23(:.5) • 'lP2)(:.5) • 9Dp23(:.'11 
wp23(:,6) •• lpha*CZ3(:.I)*(.O.25); 

, trIIIalaUOII(rotaUon) of ,be .,.t. orI9!" 
, iMO • real __ t .U .. Uon , 

"""f23(:,:) • ·"",,23(:.:).'0"(6); 
for I • 1:1:6. 

wpU3(:.il • """,23(;,1) • """,23(:.61; 
I11III; 

, 

""Pb2l (;. 1) *'IIIIptl3 ( : .') ; 
911p1>l](:.2)"""11123(:.1); 
9Dpb23( :.3)*9DpU3 (: .2); 
911p1>21(:.4)*9DpU3!:.1) 1 
911p1>U(:,5)*'IIIIpU3(:.4) ; 
""Pb23(: .5) .... 1'11'(:.5); 

wpUl(:,:) _(9Dpb23): 

, Cro433 f __ pl.1I , 
load "adll ... ' 
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e33 .. r0433. , 
• 0I1c:ulate rotational error , 

for ! • 1:1 :5 • 
'lP33(:.1I • alpha"c13!:,!)'('.(: .1Il! -. , 

, _Uon of tbe rotational error , 

, 

"",,1)(:.11 • 'lP13(:.1): 
"",,]3(:.2) • 'lP3J(:,21+'lP33(:,I): 
"",,33(:,3) • 'lP3l(:.1) • "",,33(:,2): 
"",,33(:.') • 'lP3](:,') • ""PH(:,): 
""P33(:.5) • 'lPH(:.5) • "",,33(:.4): 
"",,33(:,6' • alphl*c31(:,1)*C·O.25); 

, tr_laUon(rotaUon) of tbe apt. o,IVi' 
, lato a _1 _ ....... t .!tUltion , 

"""r33(:,:) •• "",,33(:.:)*10'(6): 
for i- 1:"6. 
"""t33 (: • il • 'IIIpf]3(: ,1) • wpfll (:." : -: 

, 

""IIb3l!: .1l0Vllpt3J (: ,6): 
911p1>33(:,2)*9Dp133(:.1), 
911p1»:I(: ,3)*9Dp133(:,2): 
911p1>33(:,')*9Dptl)I:.l) : 
""IIb33 (:,5)*9Dpt33(: ,'): 
911p1>33I:.6)*9DpUH:.S): 
9Dpt33(:.,)' _C9IIpI>n): 

'load GnOaft3 u. 1GRyx1.1I , 

• 
load .... 043 ... 1: 
c3aa"a43: 

, oalClOl&te rotational error 
a 

t 

for I • 1:1:5. 
'IP](:.il .. lpha'c3(:,I) .. (·.(:.I»; 

&Dd, 

, ._UOII of tbe rotational error , 

, 

"""H:.1) • 'lP3(:.1l: 
""P3(,.2) • 'lP3(:,2) + "",,3(:.1l; 
"",,3(:.3) • 'lP3(:.1l • "",,3(:.2). 
""PH:.') - 'lP3(:.U • ""PJ(:.l): 
""Pl(:.S) • 'IP'(:,S) • ""PH:.4); 
"",,3(: .6) • alpha-c)(: ,1)*(-0.25)1 

, trIDl1otion(rotation) of tile .,.t. oriVi' 
, ioto a _1 _or ... t .UUltion , 

""",3(:.:) • ·"",,3(:.:).10'(6): 
for i .j: 1:6t 
""",](:.11 • "",,:3(,.11 • _r3(:.61; 

eD4. 
91111bl (: • 11 """IIU ( : .6) ; 
9Dpb3(:.2)_pU(:.1), 
9DpbJ(: .1I*'llllpU(:,2). 
9IIIIbl (: .4)*'IIIIpU (: .3): 
911p1>3(:.5)*'IIIIpU(:,4); 
YIlpb3( :,6)_ptl(:.5); 
"""U(:.:) • _(9IIpI>3). 

"'''''''''''' , 
• ....... IU"' plot , 

load .,l ... t, 
load rotl ... t; 
10ld 1>2 .... t: 
load lOU .... t: 
load 1>3 ... ', 
load rou ... t: 

, It-[O.l4S.490,735.980): 
plot(b1 c: ,2).,rot1 (:;.:), "-' ,Ip,Ynptl1 (:,:),'t' .,xp,vnpt21 (:,:), ' ..... ' ,SPt'Vbpt31 (: r 

:','''.' .. zp,vnpt1 (:,:), "0'): 
tHlel'llPAS\lREl) AMI) ~_ IIII'IlIIIIATl(ll 1tys1: _urad; ... .,..dll.·."ad21 

,""'...gra43'.Oft.ft!9nd1 t); 
.label{ • •• poaltion 011 the 1·_ [_)'): 
,labell'lya error [aI.,.....t ... / ... t.,)·); 
"id; 

, ........ prin'f([·hl·11l 
, eval(['_U ' ,ome]}; 
, ""al(['lgpp'86 ·.DUO.' 1./00'll, 

plot (b2(: ,2) ,rot2(:,:) ,'_' ,,!p,vr:apt12(:,:), It:" ,Ip,wpt22(:,:). t ... ' ,xp,9npU2(:, 
:) f , .. _, ,.Ip,vnpt2(:,:), '0'); 

UUe('1IEAS1JlU!I) AMI) ~_IIII'IlIIIIATlCllItysI: _ured: ••• .,.adU.·."ad22 
,'"''"'CJ!'ldl2 f o-awgracl2') ; 

alabe1('.·poaitioo OIl tbe 1-_ [_)'H 
ylabell'lp error [1Ii.,.....tatlI/ ... 'erl·): 
"id. , _ .. priDtfWb2·ll; 

, "".1([·,..ta ',DUOll; 
, _H["gpp3t6 '._,' 1./op·I): 

plotCo]{:t2,.roUC::.;) f ' .. ' ,.Ip.Wtpt13(:,:),i;" ,.."YbpU3(:, :), '-.' ,,1p,VDpt31(:, 
:), ' ..... ' 'SPfwpt3(:,H, '0'); 

title('1Itl.S!IR!ID AIIII ~_ ~'fICli IpH _ured;."*9lad13 ••• ,,ad23 • ...,-0433. ___ 43·)1 
"label (·.·poaUion OIl tbe I ..... [,,)'1, 
ylabell'ltys error [aI_era/Mtllfl'); 
,tid: 

, ...... ptlbt!({'b)·I); 
, _lI{·.ta '.-11: 
t _1(("gpp386 '._.' I. lop'));' 

ploUb1 (:,2) ,rotl h,:), '.' ,Ip,vnptl (: ,:). '0' ,02(: ,2) ,rot2(:,;), '." ,1p,Vftpt2(: • 
:), '0' .h3(:,2} ,raU(:. :)" ... , .JEP,vnpUh,:) f '0') J 
Utlel'_ MIl ~_ D_TlCllltysl: _ured;_lcu1oted 'I: 
dabel('.·poaiUOII on tbe 1-_ I-l'). 
ylabe1(·lIy. error [alcr_tera/""er)'): 
"ie; 

, ..... aprin,f«(·h'I)! 
, ..... 1((· ... ta '._ll; 
• _lW'gpp3t6 '._.' I. lop'I); 
• plotte)l (39:114,:) .rotl (,. :),el' 1:.:)."""U1 (:.:) ,c12(:.:).rotl(:,:).oll{:,:) 
.""PU2(:.:) .e33(:, :).rot] (:.:) .e3l(:.:) ."""Ul (:.:»: 



file! FRYX1.M last modified: 28-11)..1991 15:14:14 page : 1 

''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''', .. ""'''' ""'"''''''''''''''''''''''''''',.,''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' .,,'"'"'' , 
, calcu16UOII of tbe ........ 16U"" per_ten 00 ancl cl , 
.fittill!l l.t crier pol",.,m.l tbrough cal""lated ancl _urec! clat. , 
",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
""" """"'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''".,,'''''''' , fllIS'r 1lEA1I11C LEVEL 

, , 
load ""I't11 ... t 
load 1'npUl •• 1( 

load ""I'U1 ... t 
load _,I ... t 
101<1 ., ... t 
101<1 roll ... t 
load .I ... t 
polyl1 h.:}opolyflU.,(:.:} .""I'tl1 (t,:).1I: 
poly21 (:,lIopolyflt(.,I:, :1.1'np121 1:.:1,11, pol,,, (: .• )opolyfltl.,(: ,I) ._UI (:,1), I): 
po1,lI.,.) opolyfiU.,I:,., ._tll ••• I.l): 
polyl.(.,.lopolyfltlhl 1:.2).rotl I ••• ).11: 
plot (.,,_tll, '0' ,."polyvol(polyll ,." , '_.' ,."...,t2I, '0' • ."polYVll(poly2I, 

Ipl, '-* ,."VDptll f '0' ,.:p,pel,.l (poly31 ,IP). ' ..... # .IP,-.aptl f '0'" ,Xp,polyvallpoly1 f 
ap) f ""'.') , 

bold ""I 
plotlbl ",Z},rotl ••• ' ,bll.,2I,polyvollpolyl.,bll. ,2)). ""1; 
9ritI: 
ttutl['oOl" ,lIIII2;otr(polyl 1:,1l/10·1-3)). '[",,")'11: 

, ttuU('-' ,lIIII2;ot'lpolyl.(.,1)110'(·3»,· [vIa)')) I 
, ttutll'oOl1.' ,lIIII2;ot.lpolyl1 1.,11110"1,3)). '[u/a)')) I 
, ttutl[ 'c02I" ,lIIII2;otr(poly21 (.,11/10'(.3)), ·[u/,.I·))1 
, ttut(['oO)I" ,lIIII2;ot.(poly31 1.,11/10'(-)) I, '[uI-I'Jll 

bold off! 

"'""'"'''"''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' , IBCXIIII) IlBATIHG LEVEL 

• • • 101<1 vapt12.-t 
101<1 vapU2 .... t 
101<1 ...,132 .... 1 
1",,41 _tl .... t 
101<1 w ... t 
load rou ... t 

poly12I:, ')'polyflt (.,C •• :I ,vnpt12I:,.I, II I 
poly22C, , ')opolyfltl.,( •• :1 .vapt22(:,: 1.1); 
poly32(., .)opolyflt IxpC.,:) .Vllpt32l:,.), 1); 
poly21:,.) opolyfH(.,I:,:) .vapUI:, .).1): 
poly21l(:. Uopolyflt 11>21: ,2) .rot2(:,.), 1) ; 
plot Ixp • ...,t 12, '0' • .,.polYVll lpoly12,.,).· -.' • ." vnpt22. '0' • "P.polyv.l lpoly22. 

xp). '_.' ,." vapt32. '0' ,."polyvol(poly32 • .,I, ' •••• .,. vapt2. '0' ,.,.polyv.Hpoly2 • 
.,),""), 

bold en; 
ploUW I: ,2) ,roU. '0' ,WI: ,2) .polyvd lpoly21l.b2 I: .2»).· .. ·) I 
,rid; 
",Pt (['001 o' .lIIII2;ot.lpoly2I •• I)IIG·I·3) I, • [um/ .. ] 'J): 
bold off; """""""""""",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 

, 'IIIIRIlD IlBATIHG t.EVEL , , 
• load 1'npt13 .... t 

101<1 _t2) .... t 
load vaptl3 ... t 
load_13 ... t 
load b) .... t 
101<1 roU ... t 

poly13(., :lopolyfltl.,(:,:I.".,pt13!:,:I.1): 
poly2J1:, ')'polyflt (XPI I,:) ,...,UlI:.:) ,11: 
poly33(., .I'polyfitlxpl: •• ) .1'npU3!:.:) ,1): 
poly3!:,:) opolyfHI.,!',:1 ,Vllpt31:,:) ,1 I: 
poly3aI" .)opolyflt 11>31, ,2) ,roU!:,.) ,I): 
plotl.,.Vllpt13,'" ,.,.polyvollpoly13 • .,). ' •• ' ,., • ...,t23.'o· ,.,.polyvaHpoly23, 

.,1 ..... ,xp, ""1'133. '0' • ."polyv.l (poly33 • .,) ••••• ,." vnpt), '.' • ."polyvol lpoly3 • .,1.· .. ·,; 
bold 0111 . 
p10t(b3 (: .2I,rot), "' •• b3!: ,l),pol)'Vll lpoly3a.b3( •• 2)),'- ') I 
",-tiC '001.' ,lIIII2;ou(poly)1 .,I)/IQ" (-3) I •• [um/aJ 'J): 
9ridl 
bold off; 
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AppendixID: 

Example of the measurement input data of the DAQ program: 

RYXIR.FMS xry measurement 

RZXOR.FMS xrz measurement 
RXYIR.FMS yrx measurement 
RZYIR.FMS yrz measurement 
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DACfr_ 
II cycle 3; 
I "Inl 0: 
t interval. 0; 
eustontr • Melrology lAbotatory; 
Operator • wndul.; 
Q:IInent.s • Iyxlr; 
DisplayMode' "..10$; 
QIlval low • -6.000000: 
QIlval bilJba 20.000000; 
'll!Jwl low • 20.000000; 
!Mlval higb' 25.000000; 
Dete • 17-0?-'1; 
'l'ia. • 16:11:0');-
"""';00 • DAQvl.0; 
_1_ •• eMl>led; 
__ • eAObled; 
lind; 

_fr_ 
a.. zeodl",. enabled; 
QIl rMdi",. diMbled; 
1m!PpoiII[ ... )- ~.100000; 
S'IEPI.rj[_)- 10ll.000000; 
lind; 

OMfr_ 
.... .. enabled; 
Derioe • mos; 
CloDtroU.t • OIIC-l; 
Step 1IOde .. equidial; 
'I)pe .. line; 
Plane ., I; 
LiDe • I: 
Iop.tt lIpOII - ....... 1; 
1I11 .... U.a)- 50.0IXllXlO; -.as • ,; 
Del.y 1_)' 500ll, 
JtpOI • H, 
Iawl! .. ) • ( ·0.Oal0, ".1340, 
latop [ .. ) - (920.0000, ".1310, 
I.Iatrt["l -« ·0.0110, a8.1340, 
1.Ia1Gp!"1 • (920.0290, 88.1310, 
Llihift[ .. l • 0.000000; 
.. leps-1. 1'; _rd·l • ! •.• ): 
..,.,1,,·) 1; 
1Is1.,.-, 0; _rd·, - (-.); 
..,.,1 .... ' 0; 
Rst.,.-v 0; 
_rd-v • (-.): 
..,.,le-y 0, 
lind; 

GMlfrme 
!lOde .. enabled; 
TI. cievl<."e. non: 
Tr device. ftOI'!; 
!Z device. non; 
u device' non; 
RY device. Renishaw; 
U device. non: 
-.. 5; 
DeJ.y [lIS) • 10; 

li.1310) 
16.1310) 
16.1310) 
16.1310) 

lIprobelm)' -35.0000, 0.0000, .75.0000); 
_th{m)- 0.000000; 
SIlO ( "',,) • 0.000000; 
SOD .'<pI 1; 
'rX sign 1.000000; 
TV .iqn 1.000000; 
on sign 1.000000; 
IU "1911 1.000000; 
RY ';911 -1.000000; 
lIZ 11911 -1.000000; 
lind; 

'l'IIlft_ 
Mode • aequent; 
Device • P'P,2; 
-.. 3; 
p..(ounter· , ; 
~nnel$ • 1 •• 28; 
"'....(':hannel.· ;' 
TJ...Q)a~ls· ; 
'I'y-Cho_ls' ; 
'h...(banMls· : 
End; 

IIIISh .... 
10 Adclress • ,._tl_)-
Clb.Ll .... r.· 
Clb.Slrlig.
Clb.lIotat. -
lind, 

752; 
2000; 
1000.000000 ; 
1000.000000; 
llXlO.OOOOOO, 

PP2ff_ 
etlll.Code • 01; 
l MUle 5; 
l *1oy 100; 
t inlend' SOD; 
t Hl!lple 200; 
11m chon" 0: 
II ... f...... 5; 
llref val.... 99.91$000; 
I2te! chan" 1; 
I2ref....... S; 
I2lef v.l ... • 115.;13000; 
tim chan'- 0; 
tinf.....,. 5; 
tiref val.... 99.996000; 
84ref chont- 1 ; 
.4ref....... 5; 
\114nf value· 115.516000; 
IIa1n volue • 100.000000; 
_. wIue • 120.0DOOOO; 
lind, 

End. 
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_fr_ 
l! cyele 3: 
t start 0; 
t int~rvll • 0; 
Qlst""", • Metrology LIl>oratory: 
Operator • vendul.; 
c.c...enls • anOr; 
IIisplayllodeo ,,&phics: 
QUYIJ 1"" " -1£.000000; 
QUval hilJll" 16.000000: 
'IMlval 1"" • 20.000000; 
'IMlnJ bigho 23.000000: 
Date ., 03-Q1 .. 91; 
Ti.... • 17:45:14: 
Veraion .. DAQvl.O; 
lleset-Mode • enobl ... ; 
_-Mode • fIDoIl>l ... ; 
In.h 

NIAf, .... 
O'M _di"'l" diUl>J"'; 
QU Teadi"'l" di.tl>l ... ; 
Il'1EPpooC ... ,- 0.100000: 
II1rEI'tTj C-'- 100.000000: 
lind: _,_ 
!lode .fIDoIl>l ... , 
Device • ""05; 
Controller • 0f4C .. 1; 
IItep _ • equlCist; 
'typo • line: 
P1a. • Y; 
Line • Xi 
Input .Ipot • 109ged: 
&peedC ..... l. 50.000000: 
...... 1; 
Delay I_I. 5000; 
JIpOI • )8; 
burtt_, • ( -0.0810, 52.5080, 
lIatop C ... , • (9'9.9910, 52.5090, 
LXatrt[ ... ' • ( -0.0810, 52.50&0, 
LXatOp[ID' • (919.9980, 52.5090, 
Lshiftl,.,' • 0.000000: 
IIstepa-l 18: 
FBwrd ... l • L"".l: 
lIeycl .... l 1: 
... tepa-p 0: 
f'8werd-p • '''')J; 
lIcyele-p 0; 
.. tepa-v 0; 
n .. ud .. v • {->I; 
IIcyel.,-y 0: 
End: 

QUf" ... 
lIoc!e 0 fIDoIl>led: 
TX clevioe· non; 
Tt eevice. non: 
1': clevie.. non; 
IX c:levicto., non: 
RY clevic». non; 
az dtvice. Ileni$haw; _. 5; 

DeUr C ... l • 10; 

-0.0820) 
-0.0830) 
-0.0820) 
-0.0830) 

XproheC"" - ( 0.0000, 50.0000, -75.0000); 
_dPth[m'. 0.000000; 
SOl) I ""'" 0 1l.000000; 
SOl) .19' I: 
TX sign 1.000000; 
TY .lqn 1.000000; 
n $iqn 1.000000; 
!IX .iqn 1.000000; 
BY .iqn 1.000000; 
RZ .iqn -1.000000; 
End; 

'IMlfr_ 
Mode • sequent; 
DeVice • PP2: 
....... 3: 
P-CQunter. 1 i 
Cha_l. - 1 •• 28: 
'JV.Cbl.nDel.· : 
"'-Channel.' : 
'Y.(.'hanne]$- ; 
'h ... ~nnels· ; 
End; 

IUIS£T ..... 
10 Adcinoi. -
Ti_t(_'
CU..Linear.
Clb.Stra19." 
CU..Rout •• 
End; 

'lS2; 
2000: 
1000.000000; 
1000.000000: 
1000.000000: 

mfr .... 
Calb.Code • 01: 
t •• ttl. 5; 
t delay • 100: 
t interval • SOD; 
t ",",,10 200; 
.1,re£ cbant. 0; 
tlre£ ""- 5: 
II1r.£ ... 1_ 99.985000; 
&2r.£ cbanf:. 1; 
J2ref ""- 5; 
J2ref .. 01_ 115.513000: 
Unf cM1tI- 0; 
IUTer lIsampo 5: 
IUref wlue- 99.996000; 
.. ref cbIn1- 1 i 
Mref...... 5; 
lI.re£ .. 11_ 115.516000: 
... i. value" 100.000000: 
..... v.l"" • 120.000000: 
End: 
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lIIICf._ 
• eyele 3; 
t sun 0; 
t interval • 0; 
eustc:ntr • Metrology t.a.boratory: 
Ope .. tor • oendul.; 
CoIInentl • by"; 
Displ.)ttIde* CJllphics; 
GIIlv.l 1 ... * -3.000000; 
QllJlvll bi9h* aO.DOOOOO; 
,"IvaI 1 ... * 20.000000; 
,"Ival bi9h* 25.000000; 
Date - OS-08-"; 
'1:1.. • '9:.':0'; 
VeIl ion .. DAQvl.-O; 
_t-llode • eMbled; 
____ - eMbled; 

""i: 
_fr_ 
at! I'6Idl.ngo eMb1ed; 
GIll , .. <lIngo dUlbled; 
8'rIPpot[MD1- 0.100000; 
II'DPtr:l (-l- 100.000000; 
1Ibd; 

Clllfr_ 
Ibie - eMbled; 
'Jerice .. Plf905; 
Controller - QM:-I ; 
lit."..,. • "'I"idist; 
""'" • line; PI.. -I; 
tine • Y; 
l..,..t lIpcIJ - lo9ged; 
IpeedIMDII1- 40.000000; 
..... 1: 
.. lay [_). 5000; 
IIpC$ 24; 
lIIItatl( .. l • (519.9810, -0.0820, 
latC!' 1m' • ( 519.9810, 563.9990, 
LDtrtl .. l • (519.9810, -0.0820, 
LDtop(nnl - ( 519.9810, 563.9990, 
'Alhiftl") • 0.000000; 
.steps-l 11; 
"""0 .. 1 • t~·)); 
~l ... l '; 
"teps-p 0; 
I'IIw",d-p - I·,l; 
~l ... p 0; 
.. teps·v 0; _.<I-v - I-'l; 
IIcycl .. -v 0; 
1Ibd; 

GIIlft .... 
Ibie • eMbled; 
'!.I .-vice. non; 
TV clevice. DOn; 
'ft device. non: 
II device. Reni$UWi 
aT device'_; 
U device· non; _ 5; 

.. lay I ... ) • 10; 

0.0500) 
0.000) 
0.0500) 
0.0490) 

lCplOlMl_J - (·35.0000, 0.0000, ·65.0000); 
IIeIdPth[Jln)* 0.000000; 
IIQD ! ", .. ) • 0.000000; 
IIQD lilJll 1; 
Tlt lilJll 1.000000; 
'I'Y lilln 1.000000; 
Tlt IllJll 1.000000; 
IQ[ lilJll 1.000000; 
aT sllJll -1.000000; 
lIZ .ilJll -1.000000; 
End; 

,"Ift .... 
Ibie • Mqvent; 
Dev!ce • pp~; _. 3; 

.... CoI.mtv. 1 : 
O>annel. - 1 •• n; 
1'w.....c::hlnnell· ; 
.". .. Channels* : 
Ty ... Chlnnels. ; 
ft .. Ch.tnnels* ; 
End; 

_fr .... 
10 Address • 
T:ilIeout I ... l
cu..Ll_r.
cu..ltralg.
cu..lotat •• 
1Ibd; 

'52; 
2000; 
1000. ODDooo; 
1000.000000 ; 
1000.000000; 

"2fr_ 
Clll>.Ccde - CPlI 
t ... ttle 5; 
t delay 100: 
t l.t_l - 500; 
t ..... 1.. 2OD; 
.'Hf dIIInt- 0: 
.'Hf"""""" 5; 
11Hf ".1... ".985000; 
lUte! dIII •• - 1 ; 
l12tef ......,. 5; 
112n:! val... 115.513000; 
tiH! dIII •• - 0; 
tiref """""" 5; 
tir,,! val.... 99.996000; 
•• ref cbI.,. 1; 

.""f"""""" 5; •• ",f val... 115.516000: 

... In value. 100.000000; 
_. val ... - 120.000000; 
End; 

mti. 
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IlACfu ... 
II cycle 3: 
t sten Ci 
t intel'Vf.l • 0; 
c:ustoner • Metrology Laboratory; 
Clperator • vend.ul.; 
CoIwIents • llZy1r; 
DI.pl.yMocIeo Cj1'apbiClI; 
00".1 I ... - n.DOOOOO; 
00".1 hi9/>* -;'IlI.OOOOOO: 
.'!IIl"'l I ... * 20.000000: 
'!IIl",1 hi9/>* 25.000000; 
IIot. • n-ot-91: 
'l'i... • 15:56:55: 
Versjon • 'DAOV' .0; 
_t-Mode • enabled; 
-..Mode "enabled, 
lilli, 

AlW'r_ 
OIM _di"'l" enabled: 
IMI TNdill9" diNl>led; 
S'I'EPpos (m)' 0.100000; 
stEPtrH_l" 100.000000; 
1iIII: 

OMfr_ 
_ • enabled; 
Device • M05; 
controller - OtIC-I; 
Step""" • equidi't; 
'fype • line; 
flUe *1; 
LiM • Y; 
JlIJIIlt :q,oo - 1099'l'd: 
IJ!>eedI-'s]- tn.oooooo: 
..... • 1; 
Delay I_I. 5000; 
IIpos • 24; 
,.tartl_] - (520.2960, -0.0680, 
!stop I_I "( 520.2950, 563.9990, 
LXstrtl_l "( 520.2960, -0.0680, 
LXstopllllll "( 520.2950. 563.9990, 
Uhifl[ .. 1 " 0.000000; 
I'Stepa-l 11: 
_rd-I "1'-'1: 
IIcycl .. l 1: 
I'Steps-p 0; 
_rd-p • (-'1: 
lIcycle-p 0; 
IIsteps-v 0; 
lBward-v • (.,); 
lIcycl .. " 0; 
Jnd; 

IMlfr_ 
"""" • enabled; 
TX device. non; 
TY deviee. non; 
n device· non: 
IX device. ftOnj 

av device * non; 
u device. _ubi,,; _as 5; 

Delay 1 ... 1 " 10; 

0.3110) 
0.3090) 
0.3110) 
0.3090l 

Iprobeh"l * (-35.0000, 0.0000, -65.0000); 
DeodPthl .. l- 0.000000, 
SOD ( ", .. ) • 0.000000, 
SOD Sill" 1; 
TX Sill" 1.000000; 
'I'Y .111" 1.000000; 
TX sill" 1.000000; 
RX Sill" 1. 000000; 
RY sill" -, .000000; 
till .i;n 1.000000; 
Jnd; 

1Mlfr_ 
Itxle • sequent; 
kv:ice • 'P2; _5 3: 

P·Counter· 1 f 
OlI. .... ls • 1 •• 2$; 
""-Chinne},- ; 
TI ... Channels- ; 
Ty-<Nnnels* ; 
'!'s-OlI.nnels· 
Jnd; 

IIIISfr .... 
10 Address -
'I'itooolIt(_l
Clb.!.! .... r.· 
Clb.lltr.i, .* 
Clb.lIotat. -
1lIICI; 

'752; 
2000; 
1900.000000; 
1000.000000 ; 
1000.000000; 

,,2f._ 
Qllb.Code - 0'; 
t settle 5; 
t delay - 100; 
t fateEftl • 500: 
t unrple 200; 
11.ef chan'. 0; 
11.ef IIsMp* '; 
l1re£ ""1",,. 99.98$000; 
Uref ella.,. I; 
Uref IIHI!po 5; 
Uref valueo 115.513000; 
13ref cIwIf. 0; 
13ref IIHI!po 5; 
alTef v.lueo 99.996000; 
14m ellan.- I; 
a410f IIS_ 51 
1t4ref vllueo 115.516000; 
... !. val... • 100.000000; 
..... ""I"" • 120.000000; 
1iIII; 
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